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Mount Pisgah High School Students 'Reign'

•

A. C. WILLIAMS, representative of Radio Station WD1A,
makes tape recordings of the
installation ceremony of new
'directors' and 'officers' of
Universal Life Insurance company during the Annual Sa-

lute To High Scholarship Day.
New *directors' are pictured
with Mr. Williams. namely
ly (from left):
• iversal*s
assistant secretar), J. A. 01.
ire; Gertrude Ant.a-ion, Beverly Stone, Louise Cash, Ma.
halia Owens; Universal's as

WILLIE F. BENTON, a senior, uses the Inter-corn system
after being installed as the
chairman of the board of directors, taking over the office
of Dr. J. E. Walker.

sistant secretary Thomas J.
Willis, Mr. Williams, James
Tatum, Eva Jean Wooldridge,
Barbara J. Anderson, Willie F.
Benton, Claude Jones, Andrew
Jones, Velton Jubert, George
Hollis, Rufus Crawford a n d
Eleanor Johnson.

THE "EXECUTIVES" of Uni•
versa! Life get together in the
Company's Directors' Room.
Pictured are: (from left) Gertrude Anderson, vice vestdent - assistant secretary;
George Hollis, vice presidentdirector of agencies; Willie F.

Benton. chairman of the board
or directors; James Tatum,
president; Velton Jubert, vioe
president-actuary: Eva Jean
Wooldridge, 1st ‘ice•president.
secretary, and Rufus Crawford, vice president- medical
director.

N.i,r1N11°\"\-r
o SilliVft
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A SOPHOMORE, Eva Jean
Wooldridge, studies a financial

THE OFFICE OF PRES.
IDENT A. M. Walker was
'taken over' by James Tatum,
a sophomore. Here he studies

report in the office of the 1st
vice president-secretary, after

taking over the position of k
G. Olive, Jr.

the financial records connect.
ed with the presidency of a
$13,000,000 institution.

9•

TAKING OVER the medical
practice of Dr. J. W. Kelso,
vice president- medical director, were "Doctor" Rufus Crawford, a junior, assisted by

"Nurse" Charlesetta Brown,
(left) and "Nurse" Eleanor
Johnson. The patient is Barfield Thomas, of Route 1, Box
164, Millington, Tenn.
•
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THD3 IS THE NEW-all modI ern physical plant of the Mt.

Pisgah High schooltsf Cordova,
Tam. The Mt. Pisgah is the

only Negro hien scitool in Shelby county confined to grades

nine through 12.

JUST BEFORE BOARDING
the bus for the trip back to
Mt. Pisgah, the students and

faculty members pose for the
photographer on the steps of
the Universal Life Insurance

company building, located at
Linden at Wellington sts. Thus
the
Company's
ended

FOURTH ANNUAL SALUTE
TO HIGH SCHOLARcIIIP
DAY.

AT UNIVERSAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
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News And Views

•

By LEON COLEMAN

SOCIETY.
Merry

The recent issue in Mississippi
on taxation of churches should
they integrate stands as one of
the worse bills to come -through
a house of the Magnolia State. I
wonder if these state officials
think they can stop God's children from worshipping together if
they so desire by imposing a tax.

--

Go Round
By Emogene A. Watkins
I CAN STILL HEAR STRAINS fornia, widow of the late dentist.
•••
of the "Holy City" . . "Were
You There." and a few other beau- FROM THE NATION'S CAPItiful melodies and hymns which TAL and regional director, Dr.
made Easter a joyous day for Millard R. (Buddy) Dean comes
many of us. Many programs at the first prepared schedule of Jubithe various churches on Sunday lee events in that city.
Dr. Dean plans for the annual
showed great preparation for the;
visit of the ''Spirit of Cotton Makvery sacred occasion.
Among the many other events ers' Jubilee" with a deliberate and
that took place on this day were flattering finesse which makes his
FETED AT WEDDING REweddings receptions, teas, fashion program "tops" in the entire traCEPTION — Bouquets of colshows, cantatas and musical pro- vel agenda. His entire family gets
orful Spring flowers surround
grams. Couldn't get to cover all into the act.
this ecstatic couple as they
This family team takes time out
of them, but the day being what
it was . . . you attended them annually to pay tribute to t h e
yourselves, and no doubt can tell founder of the sponsoring organizme something about them. I hope ation, Dr.R. Q. Venson . . . as
that your day was joyously spent Dr. Dean puts it. "just because
lie is a fellow dentist." His conat any rate!
•5
tributions to the success of the
I A VERY APPRECIATIVE AU- travel tour is voluntary and withDIENCE witnessed a magnificent out monetary remuneration.
Three days have been planned
presentation of Jesus' Seven Last
Words, a cantata by Theodore Du- fully, May 10, 11 and 12, to inBois, held at Second Congregation- cude Fashion Shows, Luncheons,
al church on Palm Sunday ureter dinners, a press party, radio and
the direction of Prof. John W. television appearances, Dance,
Whitaker of Le Moyne college. tour of Howard university. the CaOutstanding solos were render- pitol and the greeting of Mrs. Paed by the following persons, Har- tricia Nixon. wife of the Vice Presold Corpal, Theodore Fletcher, ident, and Mrs. Nancy Kefauver.
John C. Mickle, church pastor, the Senator's wife
s •s
jots W. Whitaker, and Mme. Florsingguests
A
Other
GREAT
McCleave.
NUMBER OF EASence
ing with the group were: Mrs. TER visitors are being welcomed
Diargaret Goodloe, Mrs. Ernesting in all parts of the city. One of
Guy, Mrs. Evelyn Iles, Mrs. Ise- the earliest arrivals last week was
bell Flagg, Lonnie Briscoe, Mrs. Miss Willena Bolden of Chicago
Elizabeth Martin, Mrs, Carolyn Is- who planed down to visit with
abell and the Misses Exum . . . friends. She housguested with the
representing churches throughout H. A. Collinses on Clack Place
.• s
the city.
Choir members included Mrs. IS YOUR BRILLLANT MASK
Lillian Jones, Mrs. R. L. Flagg, READY for the Sequins fabulous
Airs. Omega Shelto. Mrs. Althea Masque Ball scheduled for Friday,
Price. Miss Grace Collins, Mrs. H. April 6? It promises to be a deA. Collins, Dr. A. K. Smith, L. F. lightful affair .. . those gals have
Branch, William Dixon, R. L. such wonderful ideas about havFranklin, and Mrs. N. M. Watson. ing a good time! Invitations have
Greetings were extended to all already gone out
THE MEMPHIS TUSKEGEE
of t h e members a n d visiting
friends who attended . . .. some ALUMNI CLUB invites you to atef whom had Dot missed any of tend their concert featuring the
their annual presentations. Mrs. noted mezzo soprano. Miss BetBobbie B. Jones received many ty Allen on April 20. at C. Arthur
compliments also for her brilliant Bruce hall. She recently returned
accompaniment.
from a very successful European
•••
tour. Keep the date in mind!
THE VIP SOCIAL CLUB held
THE LADIES AUXILIARY of
nimanuel Episcopal church held its regular meeting at the home of
:the second of their annual Lenten Mrs. Pinkie Simmons. of 1367 N.
'Teas on 'alm Sunday at the resi- Decatur last week. Highlight of
'dence of Mr, and Mrs. Leroy the meeting was the talk given by
Young on Rozelle street. This tea Rev. B. T. Hopkins who attendvas well attended as was the ed as special guest with his wife,
first held Sunday, March 11 at the Guest also was Mrs. Mattee Coleresidence of Mr. and Mrs. Stan- man.
iey Dixon, of 708 N. Claybrook. The hostess served a dellelous
MISS MAXINE PERRYMAN,
l'roceeds of these annual Lenten turkey dinner, and the social hour
1956 "Spirit" of Memphis Cotteas aid the women of the church was a pleasant one. Mrs. Rosie
ton Makers' Jubilee and Mrs..
R.
in the purchase of vital religious Barnes, of 1153 White ave., will
Venson, Tour Director
as
be the next hostess
educational literature as well
provide funds for missionary work
and various phases of the church's
program. Mrs. Leroy Taylor is
president.

•

• $ •

were honored by a wedding
reception on Saturday, March
23 at Orleans hotel in the Fiesta Room. The marriage be.

tween Miss Addle Mae Jones,
niece of Rev, and Mrs. Ernest Johnston, of 1062 Lewis
at., and Aubrey Turner, of Mo-

bile, Ala., took place in the
Fall. Both are graduates of
Tennessee State university.
The bride teaches at Hyde
Park school. (Hooks Photo)

days you have td watch your step,
stay off folks -Blue Suede Shoese'
e 5 e
Did you know about a club in
the city named Integration Service, Inc.? Well, its a year old now
and is to give away two scholarships, one to a Negro and another to a white resident of Memphis, who have demonstrated
••
some leadership in race relations.
Maybe now that some vandals
This Rock and Roll stuff has
went out and took the famed got to go,
declares Asa Carter,
Southern general's saber a n d executive
secretary of the North
him
about
paint
spread a little
Alabama Citizens Council. T h •
the City Commissioners will dig man says his group
will publicize
into their pockets and put a names
of persons with juke boxes
spotlight on the horse-riding hero., who still play
such records, so it
Lot of talk about town now con- 1 seems if a body wants to "Rock"
cerns the newly formed Citizens , they'll have to "Roll" on out of
for Progress political organization
behind all the talk is the 'Barns.d
•
11
question of how the "progress
The air is filled these days with
fits in. Progress of what, or whom, talk of interposition and manifespeople want to know.
to, and other hopes of keeping the
How about the death of that Negro Own. Yet, persons w h o
middle aged man who died after seek freedom and no more are
being struck by the young man labelled Reds while Pro-Southern- di
whose toes he stepped on? Now ers, White Citizens Councils and WI
the like are called Americans for
tradition. Smell a rat, brotisee?

Miss Fairy Lee Scott
Is West Memphis Bride

* ••

See where Gov, James E. Wole
some of Alabama is warning the
nullicrats and mobocrats that
time brings with it a change and
all that they are doing is getting
ready to do to the Democratic
party what they did to it in 1943.
Except, they aren't likely to see
the Demos win inspite of their efforts.

Miss Fairy Lee Scott became! bert Mirchell escorted the bride
the bride of Curtis Easley, Jr., to the Altar.
last week in a beautiful ceremony
Ushers were James A. Wallace,
at the Church of God In Christ, Rufus Hightower, Henry Williams,
on So. 13th st., with the Elder Thomas Watkins, Frazier Jerdus
F. Smith in charge.
and Jethro Terrell. Brides maids
* * *
The bride, a daughter of Mrs. were Cleona Scott, sister if the
Look
at
some
of the people who
Rosie Dalt Scott, of 134 S. 12th bride, Jessie M. Hullbard, Dewat., wore a gown of white satin ery L. McGowan; Bernice Moore, head up certain of these pro-seg
with embroidered Alencon lace Mattie Chambers, Vernita Mur- groups. Some of them wouldn't be
with pearls and sequins. Her veil phy and Erma Johnson. Flower allowed to speak at many of the
was held by a pearl tiara, and girls were Doris L. Crawford, Dos- places where they now take over
she carried red and white roses sic L. Mitchell, Gearline Jones, for their big meeting, so some
and stephanotis.
Georgia L. Shelton, Dianne Mat- report, while things are as they
The background in the church thews, Wonda Joyce Crawford, are now. My, my.
•••
was well decorated with fern bas- Gearline Mills. Laura L. Nixon,
Some
folks
trying
to make some- •••
kets of white Chrysanthemums.
and Maudine Mitchell. Flower girl
Maid of honor was Mrs. Iola before the bride was Gwendolyn thing out of Negroes in the North",
Cage, sister of the groom. Best Hightower, and Ring bearer was fighting for the rights of Negroes
of the South when, they claim,
man was Nathaniel Morris. AI- Ernest Hightower.
' those in the North have a long
'way to go themselve., Well, let's
:
asy:
ethhe.hNaelfrot hin
e
apt. Academy Alumni P
thuet 1stotuhthis
shape of his northern brother then
v pt-onorthm "
e mpeidxdieleriA5,2
"y wouldn't
have
a needed helping hand. It's the
The Memphis Chapter of Bap- i the time and place to be announctruth!
tist Academy Alumni met at the ed later.
home of Mr. and Mrs. J, C. McMrs. O. M. Matthews, secretary
Visits In Arizona
Clellan of 1339 Adelaide st., last and reporter.
Wednesday, at 8 p. m.
Mrs. Jessie Riley, 4349 Forrestville ave., is on an extended visit
Chaplain L. N. Cobb opened the
in Tucson, Ariz. She is a member
meeting. Pres. J.A. Bridgeforth Bishop Love To Speak
of St. Luke Baptist church, Rev.
conducted an interesting business
MORRISTOWN, Tenn. — Bishop S. A. Grayson, pastor.
session. Five new members
Edgar A. Love of the Baltimore
were added to the chapter.
area of the Methodist church will
The hostess served a very de- be Founders'
Day speaker at Morlicious menu. The next regular ristown
N and I college on Friday,!
meeting will be held April 27 — April 6,
Dr. H. L. Dickerson, presWANT TO
ident, announced,

B
Accepts5 New Members'the

leaving on National and International Tour beginning at
Daytona Beach, Fla. They will
arrive in New Orleans April

us Perryman's Cotton Bags Full
Of Togs For Style, Bargain Lovers

11, after visiting Cuba, Port.
au-Prince, Haiti and other Ca.
ribbean cities to complete their
National tour ending at Washington, D. C.

Malayan Chief Snubs
Red 'Peace Talk' Bid

Scout Units
Re-Register
Pack 126 of M. Pisgah CME
church has re-registered with an
addition of three boys, making a
total of 44. Percy F. Jones is
cub master and Mesdames Minnie
Cooper, Arie Fullilove and Lucille
Norman are the denmothers.
Troop 177 of. Alonzo Locke school
is among those re-registering during March. They have 14 boys.
Rodell Boyd is scoutmaster, Mrs.
Mary E. Murphy is school principal.

Chicago—Crushed ice completely buries the crates of vegetables which are shipped by rail
refrigerator cars.

HOOK HIMGOOD?

Use the best-tasting bait1
Give him that delicious

CHOIR & PULPIT
GOWNS
All Cohn god CON

Cerbeeeti•••
' THE LITTLE CLUB members
SIN•GAPORE — (INS) — Chief
Reason ality Priced
had a jolly time at the residence ,
Minister Tunku Abdul Rahman of
of club member Margaret ThompFINITIME KFT
Possits. Pon. toderee.
Malaya announced Monday that
son when she entertained last
Comml•is• %Mos, Sow.
he
rid
took
"great
cocktail
heft. dolc
pleasure" in reweek wearing a dainty
The 1956 "Spirit of Cotton Mak- by the sponsoring organization, the
cotton can be worn for any and jecting the
offer
balerina
of
Malyan
velvet
Prim
Awns,*
Lowest
black
a
with
ers' Jubilee." Miss M. Maxine Per- Memphis Cotton Makers' Jubilee all
blouse
Write Ow Caresiefee
occasions and during any sea- Communist
leader Chin Peng
skirt. She served a delicious bar- ryman will be featured in all cot- and prove to large audiences that son of
Look for the
the year.
to meet with him for peace talks.
SPOONER 94111/1
becue plate dinner, and offered ton fashion shows in big cities
MASH. 3. O. C. •
ATLANTA,.
meeting.
GA.
package and label.
the
thioughout
and in two foreign countries while
cocktails
WON St NI.
77 Airbsim• St. 11.W.
Her very feminine prizes includ- on the Jubilee's annual good-will
ed white gloves, gorgeous e a r- tour.
The luxurious wardrobe includes
rings, a pretty clutch bag, and a
dainty black lace handkerchief. play togs, sports wear, daytime
Carlee Bodye, Velma Johnson and dress, after 5.s, cocktail wear and
Velma Burlison won club prizes formal wear.
while Ada Jackson won the guest CHANGE OF PACE
prize. Other guests were Vera
The 5'5" peaches and cream
Clarkeelessie Pressley, Zernia Pea- complexioned beauty is a real life
AUGUSTA, Ga. — Walter SpurmemClub
Lewis.
Ruth
cock, and
Cinderella. From a routine schedgeon Hornsby, sr., president of the
Fields,
bers present were Mary
ule of daily bus rides from her
Pilgrim Health and Life InsurBennie Fay Gardner, Sally Thom- home town of Lexington, Miss.,
ance company, died suddenly of
as, Annie Jean Steinberg, Minnie where she commutes to her cola heart attack last Tuesday.
and Lorene McCollins. Welcomed lege in
Bena, Miss., te an
Hornsby was the last surviving
as a new member of the club was international trek to interesting
co-founder of the Pilgrim InsurJuanita Lewis who graciously ex- places on the best and fastest
ance company. He and four others
'pressed her pleasure to the group.' of air liners for the next two
S's
established the company 58 years
months is the "Spirit's" new life.
ago and piloted it to a point where
Her practical school clothes are
THE ELITE LITERARY Club
it now claims approximately $9
was entertained recently at the being forsaken for the glamourmillion in assets and has more
Lelia Walker Club house with hos- ous and exciting in cotton fabrics THE KNIGHTS of the L e s
Frank Alston, president; Horat-arms; Arthur White, club
than $55 million insurance in force.
tesses being Mesdames Vella Wig- and fashions. The wardrobe inChevaliers Social club held
ace Griffin, secretary; Maradvisor; Erskin Winters, John
He was a member of the adgins, Carrie Nabors, and Lillian cludes luxurious cotton laces and
their 9th meeting since the
vin Jeans and Willie Alston.
velveteens, nubbly suitings, slimvisory committee of the Gwinnett
E.
Jones.
Jones,
decorations
chair.
group's formation in January
Street Branch of the Georgia RailMiscellaneous quotations were mering satins, sheet organdies,
Standing left to right are Erman, and Frank Daves. reat the Club Delisa which is
soft
batiste,
coordinating
a
match
and
member
road Bank and Trust company and
to
heard from each
nest
Carr, business manager;
the home of the Knights.
porter. Miss Jean Wiggins is
a partner in the Hornsby-McCoy
beautiful solo, "Flower Sang," chambrays, vibrant Linea, durJames Bilks. vice president:
Seated left to right are Teeth°
club sweetheart. (McChriston
Realty company, which invested
was sung by Nime. Florence Mc- able and sturdy sail cloth, the
Grant Ford, assistant business
Williams, treasure?: James
photo.)
nesvest
of
cotton
suitings,
Kayah,
more than $1 million in low-rent
Sleeve. Officers who had been remanager; Horace Hicks, sgt.Massey, chaplain; James
housing for Negroes here.
elected for a second term at the and finally, the permanent pleatBarksdale, assistant secretary
ed
cotton,
called
Status
Quo
and
installed
in
previous meeting were
a most eloquent manner by Mrs. other crepe and wool-like fabrics,
Most of these are tubable and
Marie L. Adams, club member.
many are just dip and drys.
After which the ladies listened to
0"-.,ASpi
t
:a dynamic inaugural address by DOING A JOB
Golden.
W.
Mrs.
president,
J.
.the
To the sophisticated groups, she
z2
:Members later relaxed for a social will just show fashions but to colpour and refreshments.
lege groups and to many home
•••
economics groups she will do a
A DELICIOUS TURKEY DIN- real educational job.
There she will demonstrate that
NER was the menu served by
'Mesdames L. G. Fowlkes and E. 1Cotton is tough, washable, lasttour shopping cart is a mirror
SHADE TREES, 15 feet tall, 4 feet wide
M. M. Wright recently when they ing . . . makes a soap and-water
BLACK MUCK
3 sacks $1.00
freshness
at
small
of your family's taste.., its
cost
and little
entertained at the regular meetEVERGREEN
.50c and up
ing of the Hiawatha club, A large effort.
9000%
,
preferences in food and
number of members were present. Simple
BARNYARD FERTILIZER of all kinds
$5.00
per
pick-up
load
Healthful
beverage.
Since almost everyone
OP q/1.
Business included a discussion of
Thrifty
LEAF-MOLD
the film, "Flame of the Islands,"
appreciates the best, you'll want
$8.00 per pick-up load
which the group is helping to spon- She will actually do the j o b
which
to
make sure your cart contains
has
been
designated
her
to
sor in conjunction with the Federation of Colored Women's clubs
a good supply of bright and
on April 4-5 at the New Daisy Director In Hospital
bracing Coca-Cola
the
Theatre, Proceeds of which will
Chicago's Assistant Budget Dibenefit the renovation and redecor- rector Arthur C. Lindell is
perfect
refreshment!
at
ation of the Lelia Walker Club Roseland Community hospital
110TTLID UNC411 Al/MONTY Of INC COCA-COLA
after
SOTTUNO COWAN/ PI
henise
offering a heart attack while on
COCA-COLA
BOTTLING COMPANY OF MEMPHIS,
Special guest on this occasien the way to work Monday mornTENN,,
was
• J. W. Motley of Call- ing.
0 1,56, WO
COCA-COLA COMPANY

W.S.Hornsby,
Ga.Insurance
Figure,Dies

sunny-striped

Going home...
for perfect
refreshment

•

Baked while yousleep
z

Tavsiet 7i14-.4,74

We do pruning, trimming and fertilizing plants wih liquid fertilizer. ..25c per plant.

FREEMAN & FREEMAN NURSERY

2743 PARK AVE.

PH. 4-2777

•
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Gov. Coleman To Speak
At MVC Founders Day
Mississippi Vocational college, will give presentations.
•
the youngest institution of higher 1 On Faculty Day, April 6. will
I learning in the United States, an- I be featured classroom exhibits'',
flounces that The Honorable J. Deans' and Registrars' Confab.P. Coleman, Governor of the State Faculty Forum, Organ Recital,.
of Mississippi will deliver the and a Symposium participated lia;
Founders' Day address at the Con- by visiting college professors. The
vmation Ceremony to be held on In-service Teachers' Program is.
Sunday, April 8. at 3:00 p. in. scneduled for April 7
More than a thousand persons • The public is cordially invited including dignitaries of the Trus- to attend the series of weeklyi
tee Board of Institutions of High- activdies and especially to hear
y
er Learning, and of the Delta Gov. Coleman's Founders'
Council, superintendents. county address.
supervisors, principals and other'
noted citizens are expected to attend.
The convocation ceremony cliThe lidera Social clube met on
maxes a series of activities planSunday, March 5 at the residence
ned in observance of the Sixth of Mrs. A.
M. Johnson of 2001)
anniversary of the founding of the Swift. Plans
were made for their
college.
'further announcement of thi
The activities include Students' I forthcoming
tea. Further anDa), April 5, at which time the nouncement of
this will be made
departments of music speech and later. Mrs.
Marguerite Bradley is
drama, and physical education reporter.

Clubs

BRONZE QUEEN
CANDIDATES to represent the Patterson school PTA and the
White Station Civic club in the
annual City Beautiful CleanEIP, Paint-up and Fix-up campaign were selected Last week
•

at Patterson school during the
PTA's annual banquet. Winners, holding flowers in front,
are Miss Margaret Major, of
Manassas, representing the P.
T. A. and Mis Letherene Hill,
of Melrose, representing the

civic club, Miss Mary Helen
Jones, left, came in left; Miss
Mabel Fleming, of Booker T.
Washington. between winners,
second place, and at right,
Miss Sophia Coger, of Melrose. All the girls received

prizes. Contest emphasis was
on speaking ability of the
girls. In photo right are PTA
leaders,, school officials and
City Beautiful staffers. seated
left to right are Mrs. Georgia M. Bumpus, president of

the state and Memphis PTA
councils, who was guest speaker for the banquet; Mrs. Ann
Hickman and Mrs. Miley John.
ikan, City Beautiful staffers.
Standing left to right are Chas.

tene Thompson, Patterson
school principal: Mrs. Leola
Marble, past president of the
PTA. and Byrdis Mitchell. P.
T. A. president. (Newson Photos.)

Betty Allen Returning For
2nd LeMoyne Concert
Betty* Allen, brilliant young
mezzo-soprano who appeared at
LeMoyne college last spring, will
return to Memphis on April 20
under the auspices of the Memphis Tuskegee Alumni club. Miss
Allen has just returned from another European tour, where
received ovalions from e r i.t i c s
throughout the continent. Her appearance in Memphis last Spring
was a tremendous success, a n d
the Memphis Tuskegee Alumni
club is bringing her back by popular demand.
This young mezzo soprano has
made a fine and growing reputation for herself on an international scale. She has made several
tours of the south as well as tours
in France, North Africa and Italy.
Two summers ago she was invited to appear in New York's mammoth Lewisohn Stadium where
she sang St. Teresa II in t h e
Stein-Thompson opera, Four
Saints in Three Acts.
It was Thompson himself, the
notably exacting critic, composer
and conductor, who selected her
over 200 competitors for the production which ran both in New
York and at Paris' Theatre des
Champs Elysees at the International Exposition of the Arts, sponsored by the committee for Cultural Freedom,

3,r
4

)•—
LES BELLES CHARMANT
members graciously entertained a happy throng of friends
during their first annual formal dance, a Peppermint Ball,

on Friday, March 30 at Currie's Club Tropicana. F ront
row, I - r: Mrs. Rosemarie
Coleman, Mrs. Lachree Stev-

erson, Miss Johnnye Black,
Mrs. Joan Johnson, Mrs. Helen Burns. Standing (l-r) —
Mrs. Barbara Cooper, Miss

Vernetta Doggett, Miss Marilynn Tucker, Miss Beatrice
Jackson and Mrs. Rosemarie
Roberts. (Withers Photo).

PERSONALLY CHOSEN
Just as she was personally chosen by Thompson for Four Saints,
she was hand picked by composer Leonard Bernstein to be soloist
in his Jeremiah's Symphony at the
Berkshire Music Festival in Tan&wood a few summers ago.
Miss Allen has appeared several times with the Boston Symphony under conductors Charles
Munch, Fritz Mahler, Virgil

Thompson and Ilugh Ross: in
opera productions under Boris
Goldovsky; in such divergent
works as Honeggers' King David
and La Danse Morts. in Handel's
Messiah and Monteverde's Vespers and Magnifician, also in
Carnegie Hall with the famed ')esoft Choir under Paul Beapple.
Miss Allen's concert is scheduled for 8 p.m. Friday, April 20
at C. Arthur Bruce Hall, Lekloyne
College. Tickets on sale at Goldsmith's Central Ticket office or
from members of the hleittphis
Tuskegee Alumni club. MAll. ORDERS FILLED — enclose self addressed stamped envelare with
cheek or money order to Memphis
Tuskegee Alumni Club, 547 Baltimore st., Memphis. All seats —
Adults $1.50 — Students and servicemen. $0.65%.

Steinberg To Star In
Fashion Revue Tea
There is no doubt about it ... pearance is perfectly
normal
this year's Easter parade was when you feel you need
a pickup
completely different from 1955. To satisfy this urge
the mothers
I lie bulky bats, the simple of Keel are planning
for these
sheaths, the long slim coats (bor- fashions to be spectacularly
disrowed from the Chinese) often played amid gay
flowers and
slashed at the sides, were beauti- greenery. Fathers
will share in
ful and exciting in the parade of this responsibility as
well as ap1956.
pear in the "best dressed family"
li you missed any of these scenes.
•
MUSTS of top fashions, don't fail The parents of
Keel School exto attend the Fashion Revue Tea. tend to all a cordial
invitation to
on Sunday. April 15 at Keel shace in their endeava
r to estabSchool from 3 to 6 p.m.
lish good home-community relaThe guest model, Martha Jean tionship so that good
teaching and
Steinberg. will bring a fabulous effective learning
for their childisplay of exciting styles, hat dren can be carried
on.
glamour of fruits and flowers and
The committee is beaded to
magnificient suits which smart Mrs. Thelma Pyre,
assisted hy
women adore. Modeling these and Mrs. Dorothy Johnson,
co-chairother gorgeous fashions will be man. Mrs. A D Lee
is chairMar
young ladies selected by Mrs. of decoration, Mrs.
Zenist Nelson
Steinberg.
refreshments, and Was. Beulah
REAL S M PHONY,
Hayes, hostesses. The president;
The pupils of Keel School will Mrs. Elizabeth Ware,
and the secbe a real symphony of spring ... retary, Mrs. Dorothy Thomas
urge
beautifully in tune with the fash- you to attend and indulge
your
ions of today. Girls will model good taste in fashions while
taking
pert pleated dresses, adorable the opportunity to
share in helplong torso and bouffant nylons ing children with physcial limitawith satin sashes and laces. Boys tions to lead full, producti
ve lives.
will be strictly ivy league.
Sunday, April 15, 3 to 6 p.m. at
Th impulse to change your ap- Fourth and Keel ave.

WALLACE JOHNSTON Appliances 1

brings you
G.E's NEW LIGHTWEIGHT TV
THE MOST USEFUL TV EVER!

Les Belles Charmantes Entertain
With Festive Peppermint Formal
I

FROM YOUR
OOODWILL STATION ADVERTISER

Lively music, accentuated by a James Cowan, Mr. and Mrs. R. J.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Bowden, Miss
brilliant red and white color' Acey, Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Pres- Elsie
Robinson, Miss Theodora
scheme with clusters of red and 1 ton, Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Arnold,
Robinson, Dave -Bonds, Mr. and
white balloons and huge pepper- Mr. and Mrs. Jack Roberts, Mrs.
Mrs. Fred Williams, Melvin
mint canes all around, set the at- Lucille Brandon, Miss Alice BurBonds, Calvin Bonds, Mr. and
mosphere for the festive Pepper- ford, Sam Helm, Miss Jacqueline
Mrs. Charles Iles, Mrs. Louise
mint formal given by Les Belles Flowers,
O'Reilly, Mrs. Doris Bowen, Mr.
Charmant Social club members at
Miss Faye Gentry, Mr. a n d
Currie's Super club on Friday, Mrs. James Somerville, Mrs. Lor- and Mrs. Howard Bowen, Mrs.
June Pender, Mr. and Mrs. Al.
March 30. It was attended by hun- raine Brister, Mr. and Mrs. Jarlawrence Turner, Miss Er ma
dreds of fashionably
attired vis Cunningham, Mr. and M r s. Clanton, Miss
Jewel Gentry.
gitests.
Lewis Williams, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Mildred Joseph, Mr. and
Guests found the cunning Eas- Leander -Meade, Mrs. Zernia Pea- Mrs. Anderson Bridges, Mr.
and
ter baskets made from rabbits and cock, Mrs. Juanita Lewis, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Yarbrou
gh, Mr. and
I canes, and filled with peppermint Mrs. Frank Lewis, Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Clarence Harris,
Mr. a n d
candies to their liking as they Raymond Dillard, Thomas Dog- Mrs. Lewis Clark,
'Mr. and Mrs.
gett,
formed the centerpieces on each
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Jack- Alec Bolton, Miss
Virginia Johntable. Ladies received purse size son, Melvin Conley, Miss Julia son, Mr. and Mrs.
Willie EffingDoggett, William Woodard, Mrs. er, Mrs. Frances
souvenir plastic rain caps.
Williams, L. F.
The red drapery backdrop was Audrey Evans, William Pruitt, Mr. Joyner, Mrs. Joe Story, Mr. and
resplendent with the club name in and Mrs. James Wells, Edgar Nes- Mrs, James Herndon, Miss Jeshuge letters while the huge candy bitt, Miss Ruth Crump.
sie Coston, Mrs. Lillian Wolfe,
canes on the posts revealed names OTHER GUESTS
Raymond Tisby, Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. James Wright, Marcellus Pinnix, Mrs, Elizabeth
of club members.
The charming hostesses them- Mr. and Mrs. John Gordon, Mr. Sawyer, Mr. and Mrs. Manuel
selves were beautifully gowned in and Mrs. Garmer Currie, Mr. and Early of San Bernadino, Calif.,
bouffant gowns of red or white. Mrs. John Bratcher, Mrs. Valeria Miss Joyce Broome, Miss Willie
Their cordial greetings Oa their Brown, Mrs. Mattie Ward, M r s. Brevard, Mrs. Lucille Scott, Wilguests as they joined in the fun Cora Blackmon, Miss Earline lie Lindsey. Miss Sarah Coleman
with their husbands and escorts Lewis, Mrs. Cloteal Shackleford, and Mrs. Malcolm Townsen
d.
enhanced the occasion. They are:
Miss Marilynn Tucker, president,
Mrs. Helen Burns, vice-president,
Mrs. Lachree Steverson, secretary, Mrs. Vera Johnson, assistant secretary, Miss Beatrice
Price, treasurer, Mrs. Rosemarie
Roberts and Miss Beatrice JackPlans were carried out at Col- St. Mark M. B. church, Rev.
son, business managers, Miss Ver- lierville Junior
High school for 1 A. D. Bell and Deacons M. Maynet& Doggett, Mrs. Barbara Coothe annual Health Day, Thursday, field, Wilbert Moore, and
H.
per, Mrs. Joan Johnson, Miss
March 22, in the school auditor- Montgomery.
Jolmnye Black, and Mrs. Rosemaium.
St. James, Rev. P. A. Brooks
rie Coleman. The members were
The Shelby County Health de- and stewards Dave Albright, Chespresented during intermission by partment
, Dr. L. M. Graves, local ter Jean and M. Davis.
Ben Branch. ,
doctors of Collierville Forest Hill
New Wright's Chapel M. B
AMONG GUESTS
and Germantown businessman, P. church, Rev. G. B. Jones
and
Among the huge crowd seen T. A, and pastors along with their deacons
F. Rhodes and Gooden.
were Mr. and Mrs. J. C. McGraw, churches supported the work.
Mt. Olive NO, 2, Rev, T. D.
Mr. and Mrs. Danny Mitchell, Mr. The following pastors
a n d McKinney, and Deacons Herman
and Mrs. Marcellus Durham, Mrs, churches were sponsors:
Bonner, Garfield Jeffery and B. L.
Ann Hall, Wm. Weathers, Mr.
New Shelby M. B. church, Rev. Wilson.
and Mrs. Charles Tarpley, Prof. V. Moss and Deacons
J. R. Brown
Church of God In Christ, Elder
J. D. Springer, Miss Gloria Cal- and L. Woodridge.
W. F. Ford and Sunday School I
lan, William Townsend, Miss
Shiloh M. B. church, Rev. Thom- superintendent James
Hughes.
Odell Boswell, Mr. and M r s. as and Deacons Joe
Payne, AnMt. Moriah M. B. church, deaFrank Gray, Mr. and Mrs. How- drew Payne, Rodell Dodson,
Jes- cons Bubber Spencer and J i m
ard Robertson, Mr. and M r s. sie Dodson and Prof.
Pool.
Fletcher:

Goes where zaz_g_o_f INDOORS, OUTDOORS,
•
ALL AROUND THE HOUSES
ACTUALLY is one-third smaller than any other TV
-CI of its type.Take iton trips. From room ta room.
Out on the terrace. Anywhere there's an outlet.

Features rugged built-le-travel cabinet, built-is
antenna. Dynapower speaker, 2-way interferon.*
protection. In cordovan finish, Model 14T007.
4The two-tone series witk a
Inv" car look. Center handle is
aluminum. Available in terra
eotta & ivory (Model 14T009)
or gray & ivory (Model
14T008)... one low prise MR
14-taeh TVI

$11995
Easy Terms

'Health Day' Sponsored
At Collierville School

We Sell All G. E. Appliances Made
We Deliver - We Install - We Service
We Carry Our Own Notes And Contract's
• TWO LOCATIONS FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE
BOTH OPEN EVERY MITE TIL 9 P.M.

760 UNION at Forrest Park
IA. 7-2631
11•1111,

„ 2268 PARK at
Lamar-Airways Shopping Center
33-8507

S

Packages? Whew!Take A Gander At This One
All In Fun $18,000 Worth For This New Jer
sey Couple (And Uncle Sam, Of Course)

f

$

••••,,

; IT WAS ''BEAT THE Clock's"
sixth anniversary show but the
fun and the gold went to Mr.
and Mrs. Joseph Swan of Pat-

lesson, N. J. who won $18,000
for themselves and Uncle
Sam, by correctly maneuvering the several "puzzles" ern-

cee Bud Collier
them. First pia
Swan arranging
series of words

presented to
shows Mrs.
correctly a
to complete

a sentence; then Mr. Swan
had to locate from a large
group of records the tune
"Happy Birthday" which he

1 Swinging the News Switch Ork Deal
•

By AL MONROE

did after wifey had broken
the misses over his head;
Next Mr. Swan had to place
four cups, one on the other,

on a floating balloon, which
he did and with all chores
completed successfully th e
happy couple stand in ern-

brace while Collier announces
"winner and champion" and
hostess Beverly Bently prepares to present couple with

check for $18,000. Program Is
seen on CBS•TV Saturday
nights (6:30 p.m.)
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HOLLY WOO(:1
Places Satchmo
Paris Gives Out
In London Hall
With Real Jazz

DORED THING Is a song but it
f THERE'S AN OLD saying, isn't always a many splendid!
'Murder Will Out." IT DOES in thing. — THE WIFE OF A very, I
By HAZEL A. WASHINGTON
Ruth Brown's waxing of "Sweet very popular singer is finding that I
out
as
she
frets
over
HOLL
losing her
YWOOD
Baby Of Mine" (Atlantic). GAL
likes, fears, pleasures, friends and
Years ago, too many of them, her loneliness. It will make you
MUST HAVE been thinking of man to a certain femme chirper.
the guy, some guy, when she was YOU MAY NOT be able to guess
I had the wonderful opportunity love her and appreciate a truly
doing that perfect job on the num- who but you'll be reading about
and never to be forgotten pleas- great talent, and wish she might
ber. — INSIDERS SAY Harry Bel- the court battle in a few days,
ure and experience of attending come back to the movies,
afonte clinched award for best or weeks at the most. — WHEN
LONDON — The suggested re-!Krupa quartet. Ben Reyes and one of Hollywood's br igh est
Dorothy Dandridge after a singnightery singer when he added ad DIZZY GILLESPIE completed his taxing
PARIS, France — Continental There were several others on the,
stars, Greta Garbo, and getting ing date at the Fairmont, 'Top
Gordon
of
Lee
vand
arrang
invadi
on
ed
ng
artists
the
first
two
concer
t aborad 'tother night
Jib dramatization to his performCombos, a musical treat re- U. S. banner who won praise.
know
her
Jazz
to
about
well
as
as
Nob
Hill'
lacross
in
Franci
San
-ocean
sco
is
tours.
appear
ing out of their own terriance. — CAB CALLOWAY ap- a youngster asked him the meanThe festival was unique in th,
anyone
remark
could
know
this
headed
present
for
an
engagement in
ing many countries and
There will be several
other
peared on two TV shows, "In ing of the term "Bebop". Dizzy tory and country is getting startso many of the countries repreable person. Now, an hour long''Dear Ole Lunnun' don't y o u based on New Orlean
Europe
attract
search
an
ions
ed
sent
for,
s (U. S. A.) sented performed their
abroad
found and present- ed.,
Town Tonight' and the Howard
idea of
to tour the U. S. it was announc- telefilm has been put together, en- know. Nat "King" Cole, sings a style hit the jackpot here last
Miller show during last week's ed the youngster a dictionary, This became evident this
jazz and even Rock 'N' Roll. And
titled,
"The
Greates
of
Garbo-,
t
week
song
especia
lly
written
for
this
him
ed
week.
TROUB
And
turn
LE
in
WAS
there
diction
ary was in when Louis Armstr
visit to Chicago. — HIS DAUGHong was book- will be American outfits crossing divided into two half hour per- by Jay Livingston and Ray Ev- week — almost. Only sour note many of them were surprisingly
TER, not even a teenager co- foreign language so neither the ed into the Empress hall
iods it will be released on MGM ans, in Paramount's "The Scar- from the standpoint of local jazz good along the New Orleans kick.
here the Atlantic to play over here.
starred with "Mr. Hi De Ho" on lad nor Gillespie knew if the word early in May. In the
There is a plan on foot to reParade
U.
S.
. By all means turn your let Hour". We have nothing but addicts was the absence of the
the
Louis Armstrong's
visit here
the Miller program. — INSIDERS was listed or not, — THE BOY switch attraction will be
peat the show, perhaps during
dial
to
Engthis
show
April
admira
and
on
4
was
tion
placed
for
for
was
Nick
early
'Nicod
a
May
great
tsiting
emus'
Sidney
to enBechet,
from London,
AVHO profess to know predict
Louis Armstrong's stay in Europe.
land's Freddie Randall with open- able the
great trumpet man to 11, and relive with me, some of and Edna Stewart for the time
Bechet who's last appearance Promoters have announ
WHEN LEONTYNE PRICE ar• ing set for New
hardest thing about wrestling for
ced they'd
York
May
12.
complete his current tour of Aus- the scenes taken from this won- and effort that they are putting here resulted in a near riot was contact
Joe Louis will be the dramatics rived in Delhi, India, last week! While Armstrong is the
Joe Glaser, manager of
feature
derful
lady's
picture
tralia.
s,
I'm
and
,
He
has
into
the
engage
present
unable
ments
ations
to be present due to pre- Armstrong, anent possibil
and plays
in
(perhaps, how to win and how reporters greeted her with ques- attraction, there will be several
ities of
Melbourne, Brisbane, New Castle, sure you will say with me and in the "Ebony Shoe Case" Little vious commitments. America was
not to win and when) attach- tions about her role of -Bess" in other greats appearing on
the great Satchmo's aggregation
the
bill
'Jackie
Adelai
"She's
Greate
de
'.
st."
and
the
Perth.
ambiti
After
represe
ous
this
kids,
nted
Porgy
they
by
give
number
that
a
all
and Bess.- She was ex-: that will star Satchm
of fine participating in the next festival.
ed.
o. Included Louis begins the trek to this city
In the near future, let me take they have learned in years of artists, however, including trumpectins, to be questioned about are, his own vocalis
Only hitch there is fact that
t, Vela Mid- ;with stops at Singapore,
Manila you back to my days with 'Garbo'. reward they reap is to see some peter Bill Coleman, Benny Waters, Louis is booked solidly for most
FOR HER ENGAGEMENT at her opera performance on TV and dletan; Anita Day, and the Gene ; and Tokyo
enroute.
soprano sax; Mezz Mezzrow, clari- of the time he's alloted
Let me tell 3 ou of her likes, dis- wonderful talent develop.
Savoy (London, England) Dorothy! appeared a little disgusted. —
for reWe saw Van Heflin in a very net, and jive singer, Cecily Ford. maining on the side of the pond.
Dandridge will receive 2,000 lbs. STEPIN FETCHIT now on East
fine studio preview showing of
(approximately $5,000) weekly ex- Coast may get a comic role in a
"The Pattern". Whata show, it
cluding taxes. — What a gall coming Broadway production. —
is being released this week. I simTELL
EVERYTHING
— LOVE IS A MANY SPLEN- HEAR
about the deal is okay with 'Step'
ply must see it again, and don't
but the dough offered for his
you miss it. Speaking of seeing
comic talents. — THE SINGING
.. .wait until you see Joel FluelRAVENS, currently in a Chicago
len. a fine actor, in 'Friendly Pernightery, have been signed for a
suasion' with Gary Cooper and
NEW YORK — (INS) — Play- and Reginald Gardiner in
a cossinging role in a pix to be made
goers who walked into New York's tume comedy.
Dorothy McGuire.
By ROB ROY
Roll
'n
show
hits
Chicago
's
AmphirupaPackage this summer. — THEY'LL
be staged in most major cities.
APOn the legitimate stage, our own Martin Beck theatre this week
The New York critics were proThere is also a chance that the
There is. or soon will be. an theatre Friday May 11.
PEAR in night club scene. —TLoray White is a sizzling sen- found themselves transported, via phetic about the fate of the bed"Packa
ges"
of
course
are
not
-package
"
will
appear
in a the- sation
BONE WALKER'S son is set to entertainment "package", musiat the Huntington Hartford scenic sleight-of-hand, to
the room farce, with Brooks Atkinnew to Chicago any more than atre or two if the plans of
cut his first recording, by a maj- cally that is,
man- , theatre
hitting the midwest to the rest of the nation but are agemen
, near Hollywood and vine, African bush country.
son of the New York Times comt pan out. The overhead
or company. WITH TODD Dun' MILWAUKEE,
that bids well to top them all. always welcomed by patrons in of such an all-star
The event was the opening of menting:
and in the same locale, Sarah
Wis. — The can, Leonty
"packa
I
ge" is
ne Price and Marian
Gene Krupa quartet;
This corner's informant is Al all sections. Their appearances terrific generally too high for the- Vaughn, is packing them in, and "Mr. Johnson,- a tale of an am- "If wickedness can be as dull
Carmen
McRae, singer; Don Shirley duo Anderson all due to appear in Chigeneral
ly
in
mean packed houses atres to gamble on for a full keeping them in, with song styles bitious young African
the as this, it is terrifying to imagine
cago this season the Windy City Wilde, one time Gale agency
and the Buddy Greco
British government service
at
Zardi's
and
.
bring
smiles
trio will is all agog.
to
promot
the
in what virtue could be if the same
week.
ers
That.
-brass
is
why
member" now with Birdthis plan like
— TRW RATES THE
feature an all-star package
Nigeria
author described it."
,
and
agencie
Now
s.
that
he
has
passed
several attempted in New York
on,
land Stars.
appearing here at Riverside thea- tops in Chicago.
This latest one is being launch- might well fail to materialize. many are the stories being told
The
cast
of
Playwr
ight
Norma
n
*, •
Al, currently on an advance
tre Thursday Apr. 12.
ed in New York but will hit all But concert and dance lovers
will by old timers, of Fred Allen's Rosten's drama, adapted from a
DON'T BE SURPRISED if next tour in this section talked at sections. Dances and concerts
All the artists included in the
numetous acts of kindness and novel by Joyce Cary, includes
will see it as is.
length about the group he is bookpackage of Apr. 12 have played monies (TV -wise) leave off the
charity
. In the face of adversities Earle Hyman in the title role,
ing and even the guy himself
Milwaukee before and are
es_ presentation of honors for the tech- seems thrilled
that he would not permit being with feature players William Syl.
"Large
st
single
tremely popular with local amuse- nical
told. . ,One can't possibly say vester and Gaby Rodgers also on
winners, — THEY ARE A package I have ever booked," the
ment followers, It is safe to feel
goodby
e to 're'. He'll live on and hand.
standing room only will prevail BORE to the audiences that are rotund press agent was saying as
on,
The week's only other opener,
our hearts.
in
left him at the .
for the first such show in this, interested only in "best" actress,
The Los Angeles Urban League "Little Glass Clock," ran down
However before we separated
formerly a
presentation house actor, song and of course movie Al had been
TORONS-0. Canada — (CNS) —
Guild is head over heels in work, after six days and closed Saturable to get over
majoring in films.
of the year. — THERE'S EVERY names
putting together their Fourth An- day night. It starred Eva Gabor Paul Robeson is coming out oak
of
the
personn
el
include
d
forced retirement by taking a seil.
The jazz concert Is viewed as REASON to doubt rumors that a in this "greatest
nual Bazaar Ball, to be held at
of packages."
break nears in the Count Bash'.
an experiment. If successful,
the
Garden
Circus
•
Names
s, Friday. June yours truly, representing the De- ies of concert engagements in Canlike Bill Haley and his
it
JoeWilliams combine. — TIIE Comets,
will become the house policy
ada for April and May.
I. This year's show is entitled. fender, with a delicious dinner
The Teenagers, Clyde
to COUNT
at
admires his vocalist and McPhatter,
showcase other such music packWinnin
Carniv
al
Madrid
in
The
last
,
year
it the Training Center in Elysian passpor g a partial lifting of his
Flamingoes, Red
his talents and Joe respects and
ages. In the last few years,
t which in '50 had been
Prysoc
was Parisienne Nights.
k and his band, The Driftthe
Park, and then on a tour of the cancelled comple
NEW YORK — Few Sundays I "masters." Close to a
Riverside has
million
tely by the State
had
occasional admires Basie, the guy who gave ers, a top singing group; The
On
Thursd
ay
past,
the
Los
Anmost modern and finest police fa- Department but
past TV fans saw a
Japanese dollars in good American money
stageshows, using only big names. him a delayed break. — MOST Colts,
was lifted la st
geles
another
Fire
and
Police
Protective cilities in the world, the new Poswingsational girl appear on "What's My Line" stands ready to send
FOLK FORGET to remember group;
July so that he could make limitover here for League entertained
Laverne Baker, latest as a jazz pianist
group
a
of
Adminis
lice
tration
Building.
Williams had his first try with chriping
. That was in- such masters. With the masters
ed trips to Canada, Mr. Robeson
sensation and Joe "Mr. teresting.
newspaper
Sacramento—ealifornia claims Lionel
people,
including See you. . .later.
the discerics would press them
Hampton several seasons Blues" Turner
is planning quite a series this year.
it produces more citrus fruit than
.
This
is the curago, and knows what it means to rent
However few knew she was one have some of their own artists
lineup but others will likeany other state.
HAVE BACKING OF a band.
of
many, many hundreds who are translate the lyrics into
native
; ly be added before the big Rock
going in for the style as a result tongue and all will be well finanof listening to wizards of the style cially.
during the last war. Not only did
In the meantime, several Japathe USO shows introduce t h e nese recordings of compositions
style and the guts and gals who by natives are being prepared for
play it but quite a few soldiers, distribution in this country to the
musicians in civilian life, appear- Japanese-American trades.
But
ed on jazz programs during their the main items are Rock 'N Roll
EDITOR'S NOTE: "Mr. Won- I a repeat of his campai
gn some printed several boosts for "Won.
stay in Tokyo and other Japanese and "jazz" tunes and arrange- derful," the Broadway play star- weeks
ago for Paddy Chayefsky's derful" in his column.
cities.
ments that can be switched from ring Sammy Davis, Jr., may not, straight play, "Middle
of the "On the other hand,
Robert
as most critics claim, be Broad- Night," at the ANTA
Proof of the popularity of jazz English to Japanese lyric wise.
Theatre, N. Sylvester, N. Y. Daily
News
way
By ROB ROY
"theat
re"
and
hut
is
Rock
it
certain
'N Roll in Japan is the
ly Y.
the music but the juke box opcolumnist who generally tends to,
, NAACP and other pro-integration rush disc compan
the
most
discuss
ed play to hit the "Gray is beating the drum be cabare
ies in that count-conscious
In a small town in Alabama not erators and the tavern owners.
and isn
groups, adding:
stem in many seasons. Most of strenuously for "Mr.
try is making for masters by the
Wonderful." averse to rapping the legit rW
Fancy if you can, a group of
so many moons ago, and after
"The NAACP uses this type of
the critics lambasting the show He had young
Davis dn his pro- viewers, devoted the top of his
several "moonshines" (at a rear youngsters. patronizing a dance-I music as a means
have agreed that Sammy is him- gram last Saturday
of pulling the ,
night (24) and "Dream Street- column la st
bar) this corner attempted to hall tavern and having to walla , white man down
self, meaning the tops individual- also has called
to the level of
up various Broad- Saturday to a criticism of "Wonplay a number on juke box that each number that isn't a fox trot. the Negro."
ly. They have felt the vehicle was way performers,
notably such derful" and some friendly advice
was situated near a :front bar. "What, no jitterbugging...? they'd
weak and the tames below t h e nitery perfor
He declared that "rock and
mers
as
Buddy to Davis. After noting the young.
The bartender yelled, "No, no, say on the way out of the place. roll" as well
star's standard; that the show is Hackett, to
as other forms or
plug the tuner and singer's spectacular rise in re.
no" so no music was played. That In that case who would be hurt? jazz, was
a
blown
nighter
up
y
perfor
BY
HARRY LEVETTE
mance criticize the critics. Wilson has cent years. Sylvester wrote
undermining the morals
Of course Mr. Carter would
in
will not happen again.
by Sammy and little else. Now
hard- of American youth with its ''depart, "It was natural that, sooner
ly
be
hurt.
LOS
One
ANGEL
must
ES
— THE RED they've (a few) have dared dimfeel that he generate, anamalistie
One of the reasons is factual—
beats and ,
or later, somebody
would get
CARPET OF WELCOME was ming the light of Sammy
this corner will hardly be in a does not operate a tavern. Nor rhythms.'" He added:
himself.
around to starring him on
spread
is
it
for
likely
Count
that
Basic
Wonder
his
at
Shrine
why?
Anywa
accomplishy here's story
position to reach a juke box in
"This savage and primitive type
Broadway stage.
Auditorium. It
was a
virtual in current issue of Variety mag
that little town again. Then there ments include the jitterbug or rug- of music which comes straigh
t
"If he is smart as he appears
home
cutting
-coming, he having
dance. To do either one from Africa
been that you may be interested in. It
is the other reason: Should counbrings out the base
to be, Junior will learn
away
a
long
must
follow
time.
some
be
s
:
alert
Beside
of
s
limb,
his
fast, think things in man."
cil leader Asa Carter of Birmingvaluable lessons from his first aaever popular orchestra there were
"Some of the columnists and
ham have his way there will he what is the next move iust natur- "Rock and Roll" music, he said,
tempt to carry a show. Ile %e'il?!
Joe Williams, The Four Fresh- radio-tv personalities are apparno Rock 'N Roll numbers on the ally, and a few more sensible got its start in Negro night clubs
learn, for instance, that a fralikt
men,
the
Dave
ently
Brubec
making
things.
k
an
Quintet
anti-cri
If
Asa's feet match his and Negro
,
tics pitch
juke box and of course no reason
radio broadcasts and
pace just isn't enough. He'll leant
and the Cal Tjader
Quintette. for "Mr. Wonderful,"
at the
for this corner to eish to spend expressed mind and actions they its inflUence vi:as spread by the
the changeup and, before he inSARAH
VAUGH
Broadw
had
ay
N
them
are
Theatr
comtoo
e
sluggis
N.
h
Y.
and
It's
out of line NAACP.
his dime. Even in . Birmingham
dulges in dialog or a ballad again,
ing in from away out San Fernan- along the lines -of the campai
for even a 'ancer. Just an old
gn
a dime is a dime.
might well be for him to work
it
"Instead of opposing it in an
do
Valley
way
last
and all the subseason in behalf of "Ankles
story? 'Free schools yet dumb
on his diction.
attempt to raise the morals of
hurban towns to hear her at Zar- Aweigh." In the present instanc
Councilman Asa Carter says people."
e,
the Negro," he said, "the NAACP
"Most important, maybe he will
di's. Also on the bill were Pete they presumably have
"Rock 'N Roll" music is nothing
Carter, executive secretary of
a better
start work developing a personal
encouraged it slowly for the purJolly and Trio, Eric Dolphy and chance, since the show is
but a plot by NAACP to lower the
generalaovverful pro
segregation pose of undermining
ity of his own. Everything
his band opened at the Club Oasis, ly regarded as superior
American youth', moral . We in- group,
h
the morals JAMES B. RANDO
to the
declared that citizens coun- of white
LPII,
busines
s
does is reminiscent and imitative.
backed by Alan Dixon's new ex- I "Ankles" turkey and has a likely
people."
dicates he'll ask blacklisting of cils
manager of the group is rushing
through the state were cirAs a comic, he appears to
He estimated that 300.000 signa•
citing revue, which featured Pat boxoffice pull in Sammy Davis
juke box operators who carry
have
plans for the 20th Annual meeting
Jr.
culating petitions demanding that tures
no sense of timing at all. Now that
Sides, Mickey Lynn, Lon Fonwould be collected by the of
"Rock 'N Roll" records on their "rock
"Chief
plugge
rs
for
ERROL
the
GARNE
L
new
R
mugave further he's stepped
National Association of Dramaand roll" music be banned petitions
on his fetlock, as
taine and the Three Sepia Debs. sical appear to be Earl Wilson, evidence of the
and added:
vendors. Only thing wrong here from
tics and Speech Arts to be held
Importance of his they say
jukeboxes':
around the racetrack,
"If jukebox operators hope to in
is Mr. carter. if sueeassfal,
nitery
column
ist
piano
for
and
the
trio
when
N.
Y.
very
Fa)
recentl
ettevill
y
e, N. C. April 11 to
He said in an interview that stay
maybe he'll quiet down and think
in business they better get 15. Speake
wouldn't be hurting the NAACP what
Manila—Apr!, and May are usu- Post, and Barry Gray, after-mid- they opened a to-day stay at De- a little
rs will include play.
he called "this generate mu- rid of these
bit, Bigtime show businight gabber on
or the customers who wish to play
smutty records with write Paul Green
radio station troit's Keyboard club. This marks ness.
of Chapel Hill, ally the clearest end most favorsic" was being encouraged by the .their
the Broadway kind, just
WMCA, New York. In the case of Garner's second engagement
dirty lyrics."
N.
C.
in ain'ta
.• as those Las Vegas
e parkm
•
s easy
able months in the Philippines.
the latter, his anti-critics spiel is the Motor City in three months
.
die
"
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CarmenMcRae,
K
For Milwaukee

Like Packages? What's
Your Idea About This?

fop Disc Houses
On Rock 'n Roll'
Kick In Earnest

'Mr. Johnson' Opens On
Broadway; May Remain.

Paul Robeson
To Sing Next
For Canadians

If Mr. Wonderful'Isn't Theatre,
It's (At Least) Gossip Materid

Bias Against Rock 'n Roll'
Latest Bombshell In Dixie

Coast Greets
Basie's Band

• NAL Starts Big Program To Swell Coffers
By RUSS J. COWANS

' The Negro American league will
launch an ambitious program this
season. a program that is designed to direct a flow of cash into
the coffers of the owners before
the playing season comes to a
close next September.
under this new program, devised by Dr. J. B. Martin, pres-

ident, the League will send teams
into cities where the minor
league club has folded. Two Negro American league teams will
schedule games in those cities.
RASBERRY HEADS PROGRAM
Ted Rasberry, owner of the Kansas City Monarchs, has been placed at the head of the new program, and Rasberry has been
busy sending out literature to pro-

moters in more Lian 100 cities. In
addition, Rasberry expects to visit a large number of cities in the
East, South, Middlewest a n d
Southwest before his Monarchs go
into spring practice next month.
While Rasberry has been devoting much time to this new program, he's not neglecting the
I signing of players for the Monarchs. Last week he received the

signed colexacts of Leon Diggs, , troit Stars announced this week
20-year-old third basemen from that Herman Green, 21-year-old
Los Angeles and Al Jackson, 20- outfielder, was scheduled to reyear-old catcher and infielder port to Camden, S. C., for a trial
from Grand Rapids, Mich. Diggs with the Winston-Salem club in
played in Canada last year. and the Class B Carolina league, a
Jackson played with the Grand 1 farm club of the New York YanRapids Black Sox, a farm team kees, Ken Silvesri, former Yanof the Monarchs.
kee catcher, is manager of the
IN YANK SYSTEM
club.
Manager Ed Steele of the DeThe Yankees are taking Green

IBC Seeks Opponent
For Boyd April 18

on a trial basis. If be shows prom- : He is the fourth Star player to
ise in the camp with Winston-Sal- be signed by a major
league
CHICAGO - The International
em. he will be signed to a conclub. The Yanks already have Boxing club last week was seektract and assigned to one of the
Aaron Jones, a 21-year-old south- ing an opponent for Bobby Boyd,
Yankee farm teams.
middleweight pride, atpaw. Ezell King, first baseman,
the
for
Green
hit
year
.321
Last
's Humes, European mid.
Stars against Negro American is trying for a post with the Bal
champion, w
forced
league pitching. Before joining timore Orioles, and James
Ivory,
el a scheduled fight date
the Stars in 1953, Green played
with the Grand Rapids Black shortstop, is in the New York Gi-.with Boyd because of a bad eye
cut received in his recent bout
ants farm system.
Sox.
with Ralph "Tiger" Jones.
Jones would have been acceptable to the IBC - and to the
public - but he has a prior agreement for a television fight against
Gene Fullmer.
Whoever draws the ticket will
meet Boyd in a television 10-rounder in the Stadium here April IS,

i

Larry Doby Blasting Exhibition Pitchin
Two In A Row

Bill Russell Leads Dons
•To Second NCAA Title

•

•

Jackie Puts
Up Fight To
Hold Post
By ANP

The Chicago White Sox will rely
The University of San Francis- Brown and their white teammates
Coach Phil W000ert's team i, that tile Dons belonged at the heavily on the stickwork of Larry
co Dons - Bill Russell, Harold 1- have made it official and unan- just about the best college cage , head of the class was erased last
Doby and Minnie Minos°. Doby has
Perry, Warner Baxter, Gene , imous.
unit ever put together. All doubt ' week at nearby Evanson, Ill„ iwen one of the sensations in spring
551h
'
their
when they swept to
straight victory and their second training. Minos° has been one of
consecutive National Collegiate , the keen disappointments
Athletic association title with al- I Larry is the leading hitter
among the White Sox regulars with
most ridiculous ease.
ROUT SOUTHERN METHODIST I a .412 average. His 21 hits have
At the same time, Russell stamp- included 6 homeruns. Ile has drived himself as the most effective en in 15 runs.
all-around college performer in
Minoso has faltered to a .244 average. Of his 11 hits. nine have
the history of basketball.
The Dons measured Southern been singles, the others two base
Methodist, the Southwest confer- hits.
ence champions, 86 to 68 in the
Jackie Robinson gave his most
semi-finals at McGraw field house impressive hitting display against
on Northwestern university cam- the New York Yankees. The Brookpus. Then USF came right back lyn Dodgers romped to an 11-run
to rout Iowa, Big Ten titlehold- inning. 15-to-7 victory over the
ers for two straight years, 83 to Yankees, and Jackie climaxed the
71, in the NCAA finals.
big inning with a 3-run home run.
-Russell was the big difference Robinson has been complaining
in the Dons' victories, bi.t the that a sore arm has hampered his
player who captivated the experts conditioning this snring. Customariand spectators was Hal Lear, 5- ly. each spring the arm tightens
foot-11 guard of Temple univer- on Jackie, but the condition has
sity.
prevailed longer this year than in
The Owls from Philadelphia
seasons.
were ousted in the semi-finals by past
GOES SIX
DON
Iowa, hut won the consolation
Don Newcombe went six innings
game'from SMU, 90 to 81. In
the two games, Lear broke two against the Philadelphia Phillies,
Smallwood left, and Charles
THE LOOT - Coach Willie
day. Central defeated Lexingbut this performance was marred
NCAA records.
Lee Kean holds one of the troton's Douglas
Ilampton, voted
the meet
high school
of
one
which
accident
by
in
an
In the victory over SMU, Lear
phies his Louisville Central
team, 81-61. Two of the Cenvaluable player award. Coach
scored 48 points for a single game Newk's pitches got away and
high school team won in the
tral players were selected on
Kean named the coach-of-themark. His five-game tournament struck Willie Jones, the Philly
High
School
the
tournaall-tournament
National
team:
Ed
year.
total was 160, another record. His third baseman, on the head.
ment in Nashville, last Saturtotal of 63 field goals in the five ! Charlie Neal, the Dodger rookie
games also established a new • second baseman, continues to draw
•
mark. Against Iowa, which knock- raves in his bid for a regular poed off Temple, 83 to 76, Lear sition on the club. Neal is hitting
scored 32 points, 24 in the last well and fielding brilliantly.
half,
Brooks Lawrence, the 31-yearTEXAS SOUTHERN univerM. Nabrit (front row, second
of Coach Adams. Players are VOTED MOST VALUABLE
old righthander traded by the St.
sity Tigers, back from the
right) and Dr. IL H. HartFreddie Maura, Wilbert MosLear was voted the most val- Louis Cardinals to the Cincinnati
NAIA tournament in Kansas
shorn (far right) joined the
by, Earl Dunbar, John White, uable player in the tournament, Redlegs, continues an impressive
City where they won four
TSU stars. Coach Edward
Bennie Swain, Robert Bobbitt, gaining a margin of five votes showing. He turned in his second
Adams is directly behind Dr.
games and lost the fifth, 60-55,
Wellie Taylor, Ambus Horn, over Russell in the voting of 57 victory of the spring in four starts NASHVILLE - Top seeded and
Central's coach, W. L. Kean, for his evening. Central won the
writers and broadcasters covering by defeating his old teammates defending champion, Louisville's brother of the late Henry A. Kean, National Crown in 1952, again in
Pierce; Assistant Coach
to McNeese State college of
John Hollingsworth, Donald
Lake Charles, La. Dr. JosReuben Bolen is right front
Williams and George Rodney. the tournament at Evanston.
3 to 1, allowing 10 scattered hits. Central high school captured the sr., NHAA founder and Tennes- 1955 and las Saturday added the
Tan players dominated t Ii e
eph Pierce (front, left) Dr. S.
national prep school championship see State football coach and ath- C. J. Steel trophy to their colHARMON IS VERSATILE
scene. Carl (Sugar) Cain, 6-foot-3
and retired the Bishop Bernard letic director, took the coach-of- lection of Universal Life InsurBirdie
manager,
TebCincy's
senior at Iowa, was the Hawk
J. Sheil three-leg trophy as they the-year award for his team's 39 ance company first place awards.
eyes' best performer. Ile was his betts, is effusive in his praise of breezed through the National
The Ed Smallwood-H
pt on
High wins without a defeat for the seateam's best floorman, and he led the versatility of Charlie Harmon, School association's 12
combinations enabled Central to
tournament son.
former
University
the
of
Toledo
the Ilawkeyes to an early 15-to-4
series in Tennessee State univerCentral took command from steam over Macon's Ga. Ballardlead against San Francisco, be- basketball star. Harmon has play- sity's Little Garden last Saturday
the opening tip in the champion- Hudson, 83-56, in the opening
fore the Dons took command. ed first, second, short and third night. Central walloped
Douglass ship round and gave Douglass a round, shell Scotlandville (La.).
Cain had 17 points in the USF and in the outfield in regular or of Lexington,
Ky., 81-61, for the sound lesson in ball handling. 79-66, in the quarter finals and
exhibition
games.
game, and 18 against the Owls.
The winners hit 27 of 84 from the bounce Clarksville's (Tenn.) Burt,
Mays, incidentally, looks like the crown.
Lear, Cain, Russell and Perry
In the three-day cage tourney, floor, while Lexington sank 17 of 76-63, to gain the championship
11
regular'
the
ships,
first
The
1952
of
with
HampHAMPTON, Va. John Mudd, captain of the
were named to the first all-tour- McCoy this season. He has collect- Central
played like a well-oiled 62.
round.
ton Ins!itute tennis team will open season matches, against Virginia and 1953 net squads and a CIAA ney team.
ed seven home runs and is fieldPerry,
Coach Kean unloaded his bench
Buddy Montgomery paced the
defense of its 1955 singles, dou- Union university at home, April individual champion, has return- was named captain incidentally, ing spectacularly. In one game machine and placed two players
of the Dons
on the all-tournament team, includ- black and gold Kentuckians with in the second half of the chamed to bolster a strong team deep at the close of
bles and team CIAA champion- I 7.
with
Cleveland,
the
wonderful
outthe regular seaing Charles Hampton's. most val- 25 points. Most valuable player, pionship game but Lexington
in reserves. Mudd, Asbury Park, son when Jones
became ineligi- fielder hit a 2-run homer off Bob uable player.
Hampton trailed with 19 tallies could not get through Central's
N. J., will most likely couple with ble. Perry and Brown, the
sopho- Lemon, the Indian's great righttight zone and switching man-to.
William Monroe, Charlottesville, more who replaced Jones,
bander,
and
then
with
came
up
made
man defense that gave the LouisVa., to form the first doubles things easier for Russell with their the defensive gem of the game, a
ville
lads an 11-point margin, 48team.
deadly outside shooting and drive- smart shoe-string catch near the
35, at halftime.
Monroe is the current captain ins. Jay Norman, a sophomore infield.
NARROWLY WINS TWO
who teamed with Eric Blake, the forward, did well for Temple. He INDIANS RELEASE HARRELL
Lexington fought hard, winning
1955 singles winner, to take the scored 17 points against SMU.
The Indians have sent Billy Harher first two games by one-point
doubles crown in the conference
rell, promising infielder, out for
margins to enter the championmeet. Monroe is the possessor of
further seasoning. Harrell is likely
ship round. Douglass nipped Cama strong game and has shown
to perform again for Indianapolis
NASHVILLE - Spunky Albany
marked improvement, even since
The trials opened Friday, and den's (S. C.) Mater academy, 49in the American Association. AnPilot
captured
the all-age stakes the first event was for puppies, 48, in the opening 2game, then
last year.
other who was cut by the Tribe
end of the third quarter, and 81in the ninth annual field trials and Reeve's Memphis Mack, own- eked a 77-78 win over Port Ar•
LI1 fLE WILLIE
Monroe and Mudd, reminiscent
was
for
Joe
played
raffle,
who
CLEVELAND, Ohio - L.C. Morthur's (Texas) Lincoln in the sechigh 61 for the final score. Nine of the of the fabled Bob Martin-John
LOUISVILLE
Central
Indianapolis and Syracuse in 1955. of the Nashville Sportsman club, ed and handled by Wayne Reeves
gan,
Youngstown
round. They had to come front
slugging
ond
;nightcagers,
chamdefending
players
10
Central
got
school's
into the Mudd combine of the 1952-53 era,
held March 23-24, at Fort Camp- of Nashville finished first. Lady
weight, last week scored a stun- The outfielder was assigned to San
behind to nip Byrd Prillerman
pions, just walked off with the scoring column.
bell, Ky. The winner was handled Sonica, owned and handled by N.
is the most feared one-two punch ning upset over
Diego.
lastfrom thre
Amigo,
fourth ranked Lude r InVu.teVsa.0
,f74-68,
in th:
playfor
12th annual National High School Truthfully speaking, we doubt in the league, and either is rated
Larry Raines, the rookie short- by his owner, L. H. Robinson. W. Rice of Fort Campbell, placed
wig
Lightburn,
when
he
floored
the
championship
by
that any prep team could have over any other individual netter
A. A. cage
Tenney,
MatAriel
owned
Ace
by
years
stop
who
played
a
couple
of
second,
while
Salyer's
Queen,
ownBritish Honduras sharpshooter
crack at Louisville in the final
Lexington's whipped Central. And as a mat- in the CIAA.
soundly trouncing
with a hard right in the openinl in Japan has been retained for the thew Walker and handled by Mat- ed and handled by S. Salyer of rbouT
uhnicre
nd.dd
Douglass high. 81 to 61, in the ter of fact, few Teachers college
Coach Herne Neilson rates Bob round and then went on to register time being by Manager Al Lopez. thew Walker, jr., both of Nash- Fort Campbell, placed third.
place Prillerman, who
doquints could have stopped "them Blackburn, East Eilliston, L. I.,
all-Kentucky final. And by so
Jose Santiago, the Puerto Rican ville, was second, and Young's
Albany Go Boy captured first
Clarksville's Burt, 65-56,
ing the victors lugged home "for Kentuckians." They had height, N. Y., exchangee from Oberlin; a 10 round decision in a bruising reliefer for the Indians, is anoth- Sport, owned by L. H. Young and place Derby stakes Friday afterin the consolation round walked
keeps" the eBrnard J. Sheil finesse, good shooting, a patent Alonzo Jackson, Vann Hall, N. J.; bout in the Cleveland arena.
er who has been mentioned as handled by A. C. Galloway, Nash- noon. He is owned and handled by off with the sportmanship award.
By
winning,
the
unranked
Mordefense-plus Leon Bailey, Richmond, Va.; and
attack, a great
(founder of the CYO) trophy.
ville, was third.
trade bait.
L. H. Robinson of Albany, Ky. Fast-breaking Prillerman shelled
Failure of St. Elizabeth high of height. Also they had two good Roland Jackson, Lynchburg, Va., gan evened matters with Ludwig.
Judge B. Boone, owned and hand- Nashville's Pearl, 65-62, opening
Chicago to take part in the coaches. Head Coach W. A. Kean as other players in the top six. Lightburn decisioned him in the
led by Corbin Davis Clarksville, night, then swamped Jackson's
Nashville tournament was due is in his 33rd year at Central, Ed- Bailey and Alonzo Jackson are let- same ring last September.
Tenn., was second, and Spunky Al- (Miss.) Lanier, 91-61, before bowIronmen ward J. Adams, his assistant, his termen.
to the fact that the
bany Pilot, owned and handled ing to Lexington in the semi fin12, St. Paul's at Lawrenceville,
were playing (and won it) for the 20th season.
als.
by
L. H. Robinson, was third.
APRIL
START
7
Va.; April 13, North Carolina colleague
Kean is the brother of the late
school
Catholic high
By far the shortest team in the
Winners
in
the
shooting
dog
stake
Horace
Christian,
Richmond,
lege at Durham; April 14, J. C.
championship. St. Elizabeth had Henry Arthur Kean, director of
were: Reeve's Queenie owned and tournament, Prillerman slaughterVa.
Harold
Smith,
Charleston,
S.
State
Tennessee
unitrophy
at
Smith
Sheil
in
athletics
at
Charlbtte, N. C.; April
two legs on the
handled by Wayne Reeves, 1st: ed their much taller foes with a
fact they had virtually retired it versity. Henry finished at Fisk C.; Douglas Thomas, Danville, 18, St. Paul's at Hampton; April
Jackson's
Stylish Don owned by blinding fast break and the deadVa.;
and
Ronald
Yoes, Baltimore, 20, North Carolina c o 11 e g e at
but had used an ineligible player university. Willie captained the
TALLAHASSEE - Nine of the sas; Comer Jones, line coach, J. C. Jackson and handled by ly points per game average.
Md.,
round
out
the
squad.
to
univerHoward
went
baseball team at
in 1954 and first place
Hampton; April 21, J. C. Smith nation's top coaches will serve as University of Oklahoma; Frank
Clarksville downed Emma IL
Wayne Reeves, second and Aridl
football, The schedule - April 7, Vir- at Hampton; April 25, Morgan clinicians at the 12th annual
varsity
Laurinburg (N. C.), institute sity; played
Wallace
of Orange, Texas, 64-56,
FlorGeorgia
coach,
line
Graves,
Ray
Ace
Terry.
owned
by
ginia
Matthew
Union at Hampton; April State college at Baltimore; April
which had finished second. The basketball and was a track man.
and Tallahassee, Lincoln 83-72 to
ida A and M university football Tech.
Walker,
third.
four-letter
man
tournament
He was the only
Chicagoans won the
26, Virginia Union at Richmond; and basketball coaching clinic,
The members of the club lunched get a crack at Louisville in the
in 1949 and 1950. Central got a on the campus. He was graduated ference and publisher of the May 5, Morgan State college at June 11-16, according to an anat
the Rod and Gun club Snack semi-finals, Opening day ScotlandLouisville Defender, who was one Hampton; May 8, Bluefield State
leg on the trophy in 1952, again from Howard in 1922.
nouncement by athletic director ^
bar at the Fort, and Saturday title steamed over North Little
Kean's Central Quintet has won whale of a player at
Atlanta at Bluefield, W. Va.; May 10, 11,
in 1955 and tucked it away this
Gaither.
L
S.
A.
night
were guests at a dinner at Rock's Jones, 81-51, Tallahassee
Fletcher
36 consecutive games this sea- university;
Martin, 12, CIAA championships at West
year.
beat
the
Ninth Street American Legion 66-56,R. B. Hudson of Selma, Ala.,
Other schools having twice won son, losing none and have won Louisville Muncipal college and Virginia State college, Institute, Some 104 coaches from throughMississippi turned back
club in Clarksville, where Dr. W.E.
out the South attended the '55 conare 102 out of their last 104 games. now a staff writer for the Chica- W. Va.
championship
the prep
Montgomery's St. Jude, 65-64
Pannell
made
awards
to
the
winfab.
high of Kean's coaching record is un- go Sun Times; William Coleman
Booker T. Washington
and Port Arthur came from beners in the puppy and derby hind
Football will occupy the spotCushing, Okla. (1946 and 1951). matched by any prep coach in and Bus Warden, Kentucky State ,
to nip
stakes. Placques were presented Port News, Huntington of New
light Monday, June 11 through 12
and Booker T. Washington high of the nation. A few of his outstand- greats, and Joe Herndon and
Va., 82-80, f6r a short
judges.
to
the
J.
trial
Earl
Glover
noon, Thursday, the 13. BasketMcPherson, Tennessee
lived second round play.
Tulsa (1947-1948). Douglass high ing players of recent years are Coatey
PETERSBURG,
All-CIAA
Va.
and L. IV. West. A. C. Galloway
ball will replace the grid sport
of Oklahoma City copped the first Sammy Moore. Tennessee State State, as well as hundreds of
NIISAA ALL TOURNAMENT
center Everett Christmas
was
university senior; Harvey Wil- others.
championship back in 1945.
ALEXANDRIA, Egypt - Althea at noon on the 13 and will occupy named captain and end William was master of cereminies.
SELECTIONS:
The fans at Little Garden gym, liams, University of Michigan; "Little Kean," as William is Gibson of New York last week the spotlight through Saturday, Barret alternate captain for the
Lonnie Humphrey, Huntington,
flankman from Beckley, IV. Va.,
Tennessee State university, saw Charles Miller, Indiana State; affectionately known, has done a reached the finals in the wom- the 16.
1956 Virginia State Trojans' foot- I also has been one of the chief New Port News, Va.: James Frea well-coached Central high quin- Kenneth Levison, Central State tremendous job. Ile now faces a en's singles of the Alexandria ten- The lire-up of guest coaches is ball team,
cogs in the Trojan attack in the low, Lincoln, Port Arthur Texas'
Edgar momentous decision, Ile will nis championships by defeating as follows - Ara Parseghian, Christmas, 5-foot-9,
and
tet outclass Lexington. It hap- college of Ohio,
177 pound past two seasons. "Bill" ex- Ed Smallwood, Central, Louisville,
Charley either give up coaching football Mrs. Betsy Abbas of Egypt in head coach, Northwestern univer- junior from Montclair,
and
pened that the finalists were the Smallwood, 6-4,
Ky.; Charles Hampton, Central,
N. J.. has
sity; Paul Dietzel, head football been a stalwart in the Trojan perienced his greatest season in Louisville, Ky.; George Pettus,
outstanding or basketball and he may decide the semi-finals, 6-2, 6-4.
same two teams that battled it out Hampton, 6-1, two
in
six
he
1954
hauled
when
TD
Miss Gibson has won several coach, Louisiana State university; Line for -the past two years. A
for the Kentucky state prep title stars of this year's Central team, to quit coaching sports altogether.
and scored on a blocked Burt, Clarksville, Tenn.; Walter
coach other championships since she Bob Woodruff, head football line backer on defense, "Chris" passes
not
the week previous with Coach who haven't selected their col- He definitely will
punt to rank among the leading Miller, Douglass, Lexington, Ky.;
Bobbie Gilliam, Pearl, Na
Willie Kean's tall proteges tak- lege but who intend to further both. He has reached the peak started her current European tour. coach, Univrsity of Florida, intercepted some four passes last scorers in the ('IAA.
of his coaching
career - untheir education.
Chuck Mather, head fo otball season, racing 68 yards to score
Tenn.; James Harrison, Scotia
ing home the title.
Seven of Michigan State's 13 coach, University of Kansas; Tom against Bluefield, and on one ocAmong the footballers of note equalled and unexcelled - and
ville, La.; James Scott, B
('entral was never headed in the
championsbiP game. They led 19- turned out by Kean are Frank most likely will step down while head coaches have held their po- Nugent, head coach, Florida Mate casion 35 yards to the West VirBen Van Alstyne, Michigan State Prillerman, Amigo, W. Va.
golf coach, joined the Spartan staff Ben Duncan, Scotlandville, Sc
15 at the end of the first period. Stanley, now commissioner of of- the plaudits of the fans are still sitions at MSU for 10 or more !university; Fog Allen head has- ginia six on another.
years.
ketball coach, University of Kan- Barrett, a 6-foot-11, 185 pa, nd , in 1926 as head basketball coach. landville, La.
01-33, at halftime, 61-50 at the ficials for the Mid-West con- ringing in his ears.
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ouisvi e Central Beats Douglass
OfLexhigton For NHSAA Cage Tide/

Hampton Netters, Bolstered By
Return OfMudd,Set To Defend Tide

L.C.Morgan Beats
Lightburn In Upset

•

Ace Coaches Top
Clinic At Florida

Althea Gibson Goes
To Egyptian Finals

t

•

SpunkyWinsTop
Doa Trial Stake

rstmas
hi
New Captain
Of Trojans
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April

Over-NightIndoor Camp

Three Bouts
Thrill Fans
At Tourney

4

At YMCA On April 6
The Abe Scharff YMCA has a big breakfast and a camping
program is slated for 9 a. m.
scheduled its annual over-night inBoys ranging in ages seven to
April
door camp for Friday night,
fourteen are urged to take part.
6, beginning at 6 p. m. H. M. Older youths will be used as
Carnes and James Jones, physi- leaders.
cal directors, have made plans
More than 125 boys took part
for one of the biggest programs in the program last year and it
yet undertaken.
turned out to be a big asset to
The overnight camp will in- the membership drive. L. 0.
clude a show, games, ice cream Swingler, executive secretary, reand a big breakfast Saturday ports that some boys who had
morning.
never availed themselves to the
The entire camping group will opportunity of taking part in the
register at 6 p. m. April 6 with Y program later joined after having attended the indoor camp.
one dollar.
Boys may sign up day or night
Encampment activities begin
with a movie downtown. Boys will at the YMCA.and the one dollar
return to the Y for a snack, and is the full cost for the wonderrise early Saturday morning for ful overnight experience.

Three battles occupied the spotlight on the championship program of the Negro Tri-State Boxing Association tournament last
night at the Beale Street Auditorium.
Gerald Moore of the Hamilton
community gained the decision
over John D. Boyd of the Booker
T. Washington section in a close
open flyweight bout.
Other features saw Rochelle Oliver, unattached open lightweight,
conquer Charles Austin of BTW
on points, and Wiley Johnson,
Glovers Club open welterweight,
win from James Webb, unattached.
ateur Tournament ended this
In the open feather c 1 a s s,
he's holding are the last ones
HIS BOYS have brought home
week. Mr. Carnes' boys
past
the
in
Brown McGhee gave a good exhiyear
this
took
they
all these trophies in the five
are in practice now for the
bition of boxing as he outpointed
YMCA invitational basketball
years that H. M. Carnes has
rugged junior baseball league
Lester Neely in a fast, furious
tourney. They copped another
been physical director at the
play. (Newson Photo)
battle.
In boxing in the Tr -State AmAbe Scharff YMCA. The two
Proceeds of the tourney will
help furnish milk for under-nourtoo. He tells all of us he likes
By CARLOTTA STEWART
ished Negro children. Gene Gray,
Musing; Still thinking of the us. He won't tell who he really
Cliff Norvell and Curtis Turner
. There is a legend, that likes. Do you think I should stop
cross
were the judges. Joe Martin workat the time of the crucifixion the liking him or try to get him back?
ed as referee, his 10th year in
dogwood had been the size of the —Worried.
that capacity.
oak and other forest trees. So Dear Worried:
Did it ever occur to you that
Results in other bouts:
firm and strong was the tree that
friend may like all of you?
your
for
timber
the
as
chosen
was
prep
the
league
of
it
Open ant weight—John Wilkins
Hillard M: Carnes, in his sixth A teams at the high schools they see in the thick
used thus for You may be a bit possessive
be
To
cross.
the
season.
next
play
ac(YMCA) unopposed.
favorable
a
make
and
attend
year as physical director at the
wanting him all to yourself, at
Ti`ny include Capt. Carroll Hol- such a cruel purpose greatly disNovice skeeter — Samuel Exum Abe Scharff YMCA, is getting counting of themselves."
your ages. After all there is plennailJesus,
and
tree,
the
tressed
At the YMCA the boys play in man, a guard and top floor shoot(Rendezvous) decisioned Frank something of a reputation as a
it, sensed this, and in ty of time to allow "likes" to
upon
ed
Herman
student;
T.
Booker
a
er,
and
B
A,
designated
Baughers (YMCA).
builder of young athletic stars for what are
gently pity for all sorrow ripen into something more serious,
C groups. The A's make the Goal Rembert, co-captain, a forward, His
Show your interest, yes, but do
Open tissue — Blondie Lee local high school teams.
said to it:
suffering
and
board man; R.L. ;ones
Trent (Rendezvous) decisioned The past basketball season Trotters, the B's the Midgets and sisavid back
not feel this is the only young
pity
and
regret
your
beginners. Goal junior at Porter Junior high; Ho- "Because of
Floys Boys (Manassas),
again man you will ever "like."
brought this fact to the attention the C's are the
never
suffering,
My
for
may vary in age up to sea Bennett, center, a fine jump
Novice paper — Thomas Bell of many cage fans who spotted Trotters
the dogwood tree grow large
Midgets are between shot man from an out or in po- shall
18
the
while
the
for
starring
boys
of
number
to be used as a cross.
(Hamilton) defeated Malfred Bol- a
enough
sition; Percy Smith, forward, a
high school squads who just a 11 and 15.
it shall be slender and
Henceforth
ton (So. Parkway).
Boys in the Y program start good back board man; R.L. Jones,
Open paper — Wardean Trent few years ago, just last year basketball training when school a guard with a knack for bent and twisted and its blossoms
shall be in the form of a cross —
Sid- for some of them, were laying
(Rendezvous) decisioned
opens in September and play mov- driving in, a Hamilton High stu- two long and two short petals.
Midgets
YMCA
the
for
points
up
ney Veasley (Hamilton).
es off a bit earlier than the regu- dent, and David Ward, guard, And. in the center of the outer
or Goal Trotters.
Novice fly — Walter Grady
lar school action. ''We are pretty whom Mr. Carnes says was this edge of each petal there will be
Outstanding among these playhas wqn his first four starts. (Hamilton) decisioned Willi am
DROWN McGHEE, again a
well under way when the schools season's most improved player. nail prints, brown with rust, and
V
ers this past season were K. C.
Buford was a ring second for
Parker (Unattached).
1.Tri-State tourney champ, reOTHER SPORTS
start," Mr. Carnes said
in the center of the flower will be
Chandler, of Hamilton, and John
McGhee. Both have fought in
Of course basketball isn't the a crown of thorns, and all who
GOOD RECORD
Novice bantam — Johnny Lee
laxes after decisioning Lester
Washington
T.
Gray, of Booker
the Golden Gloves. McGhee
The record over the past few only field wherein the YMCA boys see it will remember. — Selected.
Moore (Glovers) decisioned Logan
' Neely in a fine exhibition of
High schools.
fought for the Glovers Club
years show how the boys from the give a fine account of themselves. Dear Carlotta:
Blockard
(Rendezvous).
boxing skill. Working the tow.
JACKSON, Miss. — Gus Courts,
STRAIGHT TO VARSITY
this year. McNeely fought unThis past week they have a
Abe Scharff YMCA haVe faired
I am a girl 15 and I like a former Belzoni businessman,
Open bantam — Cecil Boyd
will
Chandler, a sophomore at Ham- in local and area play.
about his neck is Ernest
der colors of the Rendezvous
Tri-State
team of 14 boys in the
boy 15. Two other girls like him,
(Hamilton) knocked out Juan ilton went straight from the Goal
receive the Annual "Man of The
' Buford, a former Tri-State titclub which had a fine crew of
amaannual
undeTournament,
Boxing
were
Goal
Trotters
The
James (YMCA) 1:12 of second Trotters to the varsity team at
Year" award from the Regional
ltst who has turned pro and
entries. (Newson Photo)
feated in 1953, lost just a couple teur event which attracts young
round.
Council of Negro Leadership when
I
Hamilton last year. Gray, a sec- the next season and this year they boxers from throughout the area.
Novice feather — David Ward ond year man at Booker T. Washit holds its Fifth Annual Meeting
of
some
fields
also
YMCA
The
third
the'
30.
won
of
losing
29
(YMCA) decisioned Walter Pow- ington, also played some on the
here on Friday, April 27 at the
Marketing Values Shown In Exhibit
game to Hamilton's B team, a the area's top junior baseball
ell (Hamilton).
Masonic Temple.
varsity team there last season. squad they later beat in two more squads. Last year the YMCA ;Aid5
WASHINGTON, D. C. — The Added by Marketing- March 26
Novice light
H. C. Massey
A special citation will also be
Both placed on regional teams meetings.
first
both
captured
Juniors
and
ets
Board University
Marketing through April 13. The exhibit is (YMCA) decisioned 0. Clayborn
given to Rev. George W. Lee,
at the tourney played at MelJEFFERSON CITY, Mo. — The Belzoni, posthumously.
The Midgets went undefeated in place spots in the WDIA league's
Club, a student organization, is on display in the lobby of Foun- (Rendezvous).
rose High and Gray was named 1951 and 1952, lost one in 1953, lost Western Division.
final basketball tally made by
tirelenting an exhibit, ''The Value ders Library on the campus.
Novice welter — Louis Meyers to the all-state team.
Courts, now a resident of Jacktwo the next year and wan 30 Mr. Carnes took his teams to Lincoln university (Mo.) ran the son, soared to national prominence
Three of Mr. Carnes' highest reiChicago last July where they spent season's score to 1602 points. The a few months ago, when he was
while losing 5 this season.
garded stars are Jesse and James
In March, for the fourth con- a week meeting some of the top Tigers held their opponents to shot several times from ambush
Brown, twin brothers with the secutive year, they took b n t Ii junior teams and CYO communi- 1577 during the 1955-56 basketball
in his Belzoni store as an aftertough Geeter high team, and their first
place spots in the YMCA ty squads in several invitationals. season.
math of his activities in encourteammate Isiah King. Both of the
Tiger cagers closed the regular aging Negroes to register and vote.
His juniors copped four victories
Invitational.
Brown brothers were named to
The toughest game the Goal and lost none while the Midgets season against Concordia Semi- He was also president of the local
the first string all-regianal team
Trotters had this past season, garnered five and tied o n e nary in St. Louis, Mo., with a 14- branch of the NAACP.
in the Melrose tourney.
Coach Carnes says, was one with game that was called after 14 in- 8 record.
Rev. Lee was slain previously
Other youths who have gone up
Joe Wise, of Wheeling, West in the same city because of his
highly rated Helena, Arkansas I flings because of darkness.
the
teams
YMCA
the
from
the ladder
Before Mr. Carnes moved into Va., scored 307 points to lead the civil rights stand. His assailents
Yellow Jackets, a team of Colduring Mr. Carnes' tenure there
in have never been captured.
lege All-Stars, the captain of the YMCA program he ran an ath- Tigers. Wise, senior, came
are:
points.
third
year,
206
scoring
last
area
Homes
Foote
the
in
club
letic
Both were staunch members of
which
pitcha
011ie
Brantley.
was
Willie Williams, of Hamilton;
Rudy Mims, of Brooklyn, N. the Regional Council of Negro
as Scoutmaster of
served
and
in
A
er
Triple
The
Goal
baseball.
Tommy Watkins, of Allen White;
Boy Scout Troops 109, 101 and Y., was second with 257 points. Leadership.
Willie Denton, Lester Thomas and Trotters, playing one of their hest
Mims ranked fourth last year
151.
games, pulled it out of the fire
Charles Turner, St. Augustine;
interested with 168 points.
always
been
has
He
59-58
the
of
in
last
play.
minute
Freddie Simpson. Manassas; MelCharles House, senior of St.
in sports and young boys.
SOME PROSPECTS
vin Burgess, Larry trilliams,
Louis,
Mo., was last year's high POPLAR
yellheard
often
is
Mr. Carnes
Out of the roster of players that
TUNES
Ricks Mason, Ernest Williams,
point man with 315. This year he
"graduhis
to
ing
encouragement
come
will
All-Stars
downed
the
Robert Jefferson. John Taylor
third
was
with
points.
Theo250
some high school talent which ates" from the spectator stands
dore Savage, sophomore of East
Earl Garmon and John Murphy
Memphis cage fans can look so in the various high schools.
St Louis, Ill., a newcomer to the
at Booker T. Washington.
RECORDS FOR EVERYONE
Tiger squad, pulled 160
points.
Because of the location of the
from
YMCA many of the boys
306 Poplar at Lauderdale
Manila—Aprb and May are usuthe Booker T. locale take adPhone JA 5-6348
ally the clearest and most favorvantage of the opportunities to use
able months in the Philippines.
its facilities.
MOST START GREEN
"Many, in fact, most of the boys.
3
STARTS
come to us without having had
BIG
SUNDAY
any prior training whatever," Mr.
DAYS/.
APRIL 8
Carnes confided. "We supply them
with uniforms and what know-how
COLUMMA
we can.
PCTURES
pt, Wm*"
"After a year with the Goal
•
Trotters, many of them are qualified to go right on to the B or

H. M. Carnes Gains Reputation
As Builder Of Young Athletes

•

Gus Courts
To Be Cited
By Council •

•
Wise Leads
For Tiger

1

•

RECORD SHOP

VICTOR MATURE
GUY MADISON
ROBERT PRESTON

THE BIG THREE Awards of
the National High School Asseciation's basketball tourney
held last Saturday night in
Tennessee State university's
"Little Garden" went to Louis:Ole, Ky.'s seeded Central
Nigh School which successfully defended the national (ham•
pienship. Seen with Coach W.
is Kean, who is holding his

YOU TAR

award as Coach of the Year,
are Central High's NHSAA's
all tournament selections, Ed
Smallwood, I e ft. with t h e
itreeleaged Bishop Bernard
J. Shell trophy Central retires
as three-time champs (1952.
'53 and '56.) and Charles Hampton, tournes's most valuable
player, beside the Universal
life Insurance Company's first
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place award. Coach Kean is
a brother of the late Henry
A. Kean, sr., NIIAA founder
and Tennessee State football
coach and athletic director.
Douglass High of Lexington.
Ky., came in second and Byrd
Prillerman from Amigo, W.
Va., placed third. Burt High
of Clarksville. Tenn., was
fourth. (Clanton HI Photo.)

(Hamilton) knocked Levi Harris
(YMCA) 1:05 of first round.
Novice middle — James vVhitney (Unattached) decisioned David Moore (Rendezvous).
Open middle — Willie Dallas
(BTW) decisioned Archie H a ym and (Woodstock.
Novice light heavy — Willie D.
'Brown (Foote Homes) decisioned
Elijah Wallace (YMCA.)
Open light heavy•— James Edward Oliver (YMCA) decisioned
La r ry Richmond (Rendezvous)
Club.
Novice heavy — Bill Thomas
(YMCA) son tko over Joe Smith,
Ripley, Tenn., 1:55 first round.
Open heavy—Christopher Rooks
(Hamilton) won over R.oberf Foster (YMCA) default.

THE LALSV
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JAMES WHITMORE • ANNE BANCROFT
CINEiviAScoP5
coh,, by TECHNICOLOR

The one that you all know
that use to live at the Mississippi State line will close
her office now and will not give readings. Due to the
bad weather she is unable to build her home. Be sure
to watch the Tri-State Defender or The Memphis World
newspapers for the opening date. She'll open again when
the weather is good and will notify you where her new
office will be.

MADAM BELL WILL HAVE NO
daughters or sisters reading for her while her office is
closed. Don't be misled by cthers. She will notify you of
the new location and opening date through the Tri-State
Defender or The Memphis World.

COMING
Wednesday

Jean
WADaLnLACE

Thursday!

DURYEA in

STORM FEAR

Victor Mature Starring
In "The Last Frontier"
At New Daisy Sunday!

MADAM
BELL
Greatest Palmist

•

Se"
MINNIE MINOS°, White Sox
outfielder, hit a batting slump
in Cuba during the winter.
and was not able to shake for
the first three weeks he was

in training at Tampa. However, he seems well on his
road now, and should provide
the Sox with bingles when
needed.

The CLUB EBONY
• SPECIALIZING IN GOOD FOOD •
SEAFOODS - STEAKS - CHOPS
SHORT ORDERS - SANDWICHES
ORCHESTRA - DANCING NIGHTLY
Catering To Parties And Clubs
ANDREW MITCHELL, OWNER

500 Beale Avenue

IA 5-2873

•

Excitement and adventure bold
ly come alive in Columbia Pic
tunes' "The Last Frontier," starring Victor Mature, Guy Madison
and Robert Preston which opens
Sunday at the NEW DAISY the,•
tre for a 3 day run. Photographed
in CinemaScope with color t%
Technicolor, "The Last Frontier
plunges its audience deep into ths
bitter struggle for a vast youne
continent.
Set in the wilderness oi the Da
kota territory in the 1880's, "The
Last Frontier" is the story of
the defenders of a military outpost, the last fort west of Laramie, and their struggle against the
Teton-Dakotas. mightiest of all the
Sioux.
Combined with the film's conti
nent-sweeping power, however, is
a moving record of emotional oonflict between an undiciplined VICTOR MATURE.: in a thrilling.
frontiersman, and the beautiful scene from "The Last Frontier"
disillusioned wife of the outpost's opening at the NEW DAISY Sun, day.
power-crazed commander.

,
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• The JACKSON Forrest City and Madison Br:efs

Sat., April 7, 1956

Elv Kt til I. F.

SCENE
Mao Anna Lee

Passion Week observance and,dent of Forest City and a memSunrise Services were held at I ber of the First Baptist church
Lane Chapel church. the Rev. J. died Tues. evening March 27. FuL. Tellington, pastor, Easter Sun- neral arrangements are incomday morning.
plete. A Forrest City contractor,
Christ Church Episcopal school A. Springer on Gorman street,
began the Easter celebration with died at 11:30 Saturday night of a
Good Friday services in the chap- heart attack. A West Memphis
el at 8:30 Good Friday morning. Funeral Home is in charge of arA. V. Turner conducted the serv- rangements.
ices. Sunday School, Miss Patricia STYLE SHOW
West, superintendent, was at 10:45
The Home Economics departEaster morning with Morning ment of Lincoln High school held
Prayer and sermon at 11:43, fol- its annual style show Friday, Mar.
lowed by the celebration of the 30, in the school gymnasium. Mrs.
Holy Eucharist with the Rev. John , Elna P. Shannon and Miss Lucille
De L. Karsten, priest-in-charge, McCall are the teachers. "Big
as celebrant. At 5 p. m. Evening Broadway of 1956," an annual
Prayer was held followed by a so- musical extravaganza, was staged
cial hour under the auspices of in the gym April 4. John E. Isom
A CONFERENCE IN EDUCAthe Young Churchmen's Associa- and Miss Charlene Warren are
TION was sponsored at Ford
tion. Mrs. Theodis Warren, sr., the directors. Featured numbers
school March 27 and 29
Road
and Miss Hazel Hunt, co-sponsors.' were "Rock Around The Clock,"
by the principal, Isaiah GoodFUNERAL RITES
and the Ford Sisters
rich and the PTA, Mrs. .ar•
Funeral services for Mrs. Min- PRACTICE TEACHERS
dena Gooch president. A stunie Shurn were held Sunday. Mar.
Six student teachers from A. M.
dent committee on What Are
list
a
p
Grove
B
Stanley
&
N. college of Pine Bluff and
25. at
Our School Building Needs?
church near Colt, Ark. Mrs. Shurn are practicing in the local schools.
was the sister of Mrs. Cora Es- practicing in the local schools.
tes, of 506 Oak st., and Mrs. WithThey are Miss Earlisse Glover District Day Meeting to be held
erspoon of this city. Services for at Stewart Memorial school; Miss this year at Brinkley, Ark. The
the late Mrs. Lizzie McCants were Ray Jean Jordan Means, business, Forrest City School District and
held at Summerfield B a pt iSt Miss Odessa Ingram, English, Christ Church Episcopal school
church with the Rev. E. A. Wil- Miss Della Reed, social science. are expecting 100 per cent atliams delivering the eulogy. The James Bell. physical education, tendance.
C. T. Cobb, principal of Lincoln
obituary was read by Mrs. Annie and Percell Ryan. agrieulture. all
High school, is the president of
Newell, there was a short talk at Lincoln High school.
by Mrs. M. M. Crutcher, acknowlThe Annual Ham and Egg Show the District which includes Phillips, Lee, Monroe and St. Francis
edgements of condolences a n d sponsored by the Extension
Detelegrams by Mrs. Martha Penson partment of the University of Ar- counties. Mr. Cobb just returned
and solos by Miss Berniece Kirk- kansas under Mrs, C. Feaster last week from a three-day Reland and Mrs. Evelyn Thomas. Banks and John B. Clark, assist- gional Principal's Conference and
The J. 0. Clay Funeral Home was ant Home Demonstration agent Workshop at Dillard university
of New Orleans. During his abin charge.
and assistant county agent, was
sence. B. C. Williams was prinMack Curtis, a long-time resi- held in the Vocational
Agriculture cipal-in-charge
I
building
of
Lincoln High school
111111111111111,11111111111111eliee00011111111I 111111111111111111
In town the other day was WilSaturday, March M. Contest areas
liam (Bill) Barabin, a former
included cured meats, eggs, can- teacher in the city now
a Misned meats and soap.
sissippi County mortician. Mrs.
St. Francis County SchoolF, a John Burke,
jr., has returned
By DOVER CRAWFORD
nart of District V. will be closed from a lengthy
visit with relaand
Fridav„April G, for the annual tives and friends in Florida.
WOODS
M ARV ELL

Here's hoping all of my dear
readers had a wonderful time
spreading Easter joy and joining
in the Easter parade. Next to
Christmas, this is the most exciting season of the year. In addition to getting all pretty yourself,
I hope you remembered to buy
Easter seals.
This is also the season of Spring
affairs, so keep tab each week to
find out the happenings. Don't forget the Night of Plays at Merry
High school on April 5. Four oneact plays will be presented.
"There Comes A Time" will be
presented by the freshmen. The
sophomores present "To Louise
From Vic,- the juniors, "When
Boy Friends Meet" and the seniors. "The Runaway Bride."
The young teen - agers are so
excited about the Debutante Ball
on the campus of Lane college on
April 6. At his time several
young ladies C%111 make their debut at the Ball sponsored by Sigma Gamma Rho sorority. I know
you will want to see who these
pretty young ladies are, so make
it a point to be there.
SPRING FASHIONS
You've seen the beautiful Spring
fashions in the papers and in the
store windows, but you really
can't see the true picture until
you see them on real people. For
the younger set, the New Homemakers of America chapter at
Merry High school is presenting
a fashion review on April 11.
What should you wear? That won't
be a problem after you see these 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
young ladies who make that a
I Lo and Behold! Spring is upon
part of their study, model t h e
us again — glad, uh-huh — so
beautiful costumes they ha v e
is every one here at the college.
,
made.
I Now that we have made our EasAnd for you adults as well as
struts to show our fineries,
the tots and teens, you just can't ter
again in the normal swing
are
,
we
miss the -Fashionetta" presented
studying
to finish out our se.
of
by Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority on
about well
April 20. The noted St. Louis mod- mester, and reminisce
at home.
had
have
days
we
spent
el, Mrs. Bernice Smith Magram,
will be featured. You've seen Here is hoping your Eastet week
Lois Towles, Marva Louis a n d end was happy as ours. Now for
many other famous people in the the week's sunny tour of the camentertainment world but you pus and t he happenings at
haven't seen anyone more graci- SAOJC."
The play, 'lie Is Risen, Indeed.
ous and pleasing than Bernice.
She is a Lanite alumnus, member presented by the freshman class
of Delta Sigma Theta soror.,,e, and on Tuesday, March 27, during the
known throughout the midwest for regular assembly period, was well
the beautiful clothes she displays. appreciated by the audience. The
CIVIC PRIDE MEMBERS MEET audience was composed of t h e
On March 16, the Civic Pride faculty, student body and visitors
club had a most enjoyable time from Ripley. Tenn. Now the mem•
in the home of Mrs. Doris Price bers of the cast may relax and
on Institute street. Around the start thinking of future plays to
hour of 6 o'clock p.m., club mem- be presented. The enthu iasm
bers were greeted by the hostess that was exhibited by the audience
as they entered into a beautiful was indicative of its enjoyment
setting of gladiolus and ferns. The of this worth while entertainbusiness session was presided over ment.
by the most efficient president,
The humanities class went on
Mrs. Marie M. Penn.
another of its field trips to Brooks
A very delicious menu was en- Memorial Art Gallery on Thursjoyed by the following members: day, March
29. The time spent
Mesdames Olivia Pruett, Ovelley
there was rewarding. We viewed
Goodrich, Bessie Merry, Bessie
evidences
Gordan, Ada McNeely, Lillie Bell, as well as heard some
of ow culture th a t utilizes
I,essie Spann, Mary Blair, Sadie
mythology as a source of
Garrett, Pansy Graham, M a r y Greek
Fox, Florence Ward, Fern Walk- creative inspiration through the
er, Georgia Kelley, Myrtle Mon- ages in painting, sculpture and
roe and Miss Ora Ellington. In- music.
It was interesting to observe
vited guests were: Mesdames Gertrude Ford, Josephine Cunning- these, because they could very
ham, Mae Cheairs, and Ozielle well inspire some of the class
Draine. Assisting t h e hostess members to start creating or cultiwas her sister, 3Lrs. Bonds and vating an imagination that will
help them with their college work
410 Miss Rachel Light.
Since the meeting was on the and their future careers, as well
eve of St. Patrick's day, a game as in their daily lives. Mrs. Dorowas played in the form of a quiz thy T. Graham, the class instrucabout St. Patrick's day and events tor, went along to provide some
taking place in his life. Taking of the answers to the students',
first prize was Mrs. Lillie Bell. questions relative to the textbook !
Mrs. Ford who was guest at the EXAM PERIOD
meeting received second pl a ce This past week has been a period
with Mrs. Goodrich third.
of exams, mid-term exams were
The Civic Pride meetings are so just as stiff as ever, but for the
enjoyable, they are seldom miss- sophomores anticipating graduaed by any member.
tion this June, they were minor
3Irs. Vernette M. Golden, rec- compared t oet ohcerhemensivP
reational director for the colored compared to the comprehensive
recreational centers in Jackson exams they struggled with all day
is out of the city attending the Re- Monday March 26
gional District Recreational ConOn Thursday, March 29. stuference in Roanoke, Va. The four
dents interested in the field of
day meeting is being held on April business
gathered to organize a
2 through 5.
chapter of the Future Business
A popularity contest was held
recently at the Teen-Age Center Leaders of America (FDLA.)
at Merry High school. Miss De- This is the initial movement tolores Coleman, senior, received ward keeping abreast of progress
,
the highest number of votes as the by others in the field. We may
most popular young lady. T h e look forward to hearing big things
young man voted most popular about this organization.
The dormitory was practically
was Opheutral Spann, a freshman.
The center is open every Monday empty since all the students went
night and teen-agers anxiously to their various home towns to
spend the Easter holidays with
await each week to come,
their families and friends.
STATE NHA MEET
Delegates from the Merry High
chapter of the New Homemakers
of America are in the midst of
making plans to attend the NHA
Convention which meets in Nashville on April 5 and 6. Miss Connie Lee, president of the Merry
High chapter will serve as the (4iheist delegate. Miss Car m en a
Perpener will serve as delegate
•
for the state choir. Dorothy Park- There is • reason
why people
er "Mies NHA" will be honored
with the trip. They will be accom- lik• to ch. business with us. It
panied by Mrs. M. M. Hughes, is our prompt, friendly service,
NI-IA advisor and home econom- courteous treatment and desire
Pc help yew.
ics teacher at" Merry.

•

goings at owen
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Miss. Whites
Rally To Aid
Of Fire Victim

included Noble Powell, chair*
man; Mrs. Rita Jones, recorder, and Mrs. Jean Y. Haywood, consultant. and Mrs.
Addict Mae Jones, Juanita
Wherry, Florida J. Fields,
Agnes Bryant, Pinkie Houston,
DeAlear Beane, Edna F. Coed•
rich, Lassenia Cain, Annie B.
Nave. Johnnie Mae Peters,
Carlean Henry and Mr. James
Somerville. 'rhe study committee on how We Can Get
Enough Good Teachers And
Keep Them. was composed of
John W. Terrell, chairman;
Mrs. Della Robinson, recorder: Mrs, Fannie Johnson, consultant; Mrs. Theressa
ins. Mrs. Alice Duckett, Miss
Evelyn Coleman. Mrs. June
Pender a nd Mrs. Lachreo
Steverson. t study committee on How We Can Finance
Our Schools, Build and Co.
operate Them had as mem.
hers L. II. Patteon, chairman; Mrs. Bernice Dawkins,
recorder; Mrs. Essadora Scott,
assistant recorder; Samuel
Peace, consult ant; R ober t
Hewitt, consultant, M el v in
Martin Robinson, William Hen-

RULEVILLF:. Miss. — The spirit of charity expressed itself here
among the staff members of the
North Sunflower County hospital
recently. And, as a result, t h *
seemingly hopeless situation of a
6-year-old Negro child was
relieved.
The child, Lucy Mae
Fletcher,
daughter of J. H. Fletcher, a service station employ e at Doddsvine, Miss., was admitted to Dui.
hospital last December with
third degree burns covering 63 per
cent of her body. her mother,
, Mrs. Amanda Fletcher, said
the
Ardenia Gooch, consultant:
ry and Charles Horner. The
child's dress caught fire as she
study committee on How We
Rev. J. C. Petties, Ernest
passed an open gas heater.
Gray, Mrs. Cleo Gray, Mrs.
Can Obtain a Continuing PubThe hopelessness of her chances
lic Interest in Education inRuth Odell, Mrs. Vera Bell,
to recover wav made worse by
cludes Fred O. Harris, chairMrs. Anita Suggs. Mrs. I.onthe lack of equipment In surroundman; Mrs. Louise T. Lewis,
die Brown, Mrs. Katie Bates,
ing hospitals to graft skin to burnrecorder; Rev. James. V.
Miss Ivorie Felton, A. W. Bell, ed areas. North Sunflower County
Lyles, consultant; Mrs. GeorRobert Brown. James Bates, hcspital purchased the necessary._
gia ('. Endow. Mrs. Beatrice
equipment, and three staff doctor*
Louis Harris and Mrs. Jessie
Owens, Mrs. Elmertha B.
donated their time and •efforts,
('ampbell. (Withers Photo.)
'
('ole, David L. Wrushen, ErCOSTS $2,000
nest Withers and
Hospital authorities say the cost
Atom.°
Review LaFarge Book
Weaver. Composing the study
of the case to date, has been more
than $2,000, exclusvie of doctors'
committee on What Should Our
ST. LOUIS — "Behind t h e flees.
They estimate that t h *
School Accomplish? were Mrs.
Mountains.•' a new book by Olicompletion of skin grafting will
Sallie Thomas, chairman; Mrs.
ver LaFarge, Pulitzer prize-win- take
another four months at a cost
Katherine Tappan. recorder;
ning novelist, will be reviewed on of
another $2,000.
Mrs. Maggie B. Peace, contne noon day book review program
Mr. Fletcher said, he Is "thanksultant: Mrs. Orleans P. Knox, at
Central Public 1.ibrary, April ful to be living
among people who
Mrs, Hattie Lee, Mrs. Timothy
10. Margery Doud, chief, Readers' will do
so much when it needs
Westbrooks, Elder Timothy
Advisory Service, St. Louis public to be done.•'
Westbrooks, Mrs. Sarah Long,
library, will give the review.
Mrs. Morris, Mrs. Samella
Rose, Mrs. Evelyn Hayes,
Mrs, Dorothy Wilson, Mrs,
THAT CAN BE USED
Elizabeth Wright and Miss
Germaine. The study comWe Handle The Notts
mittee on How Can We OrThousands at catwles are .rak, ursmo-out, esItau•ted
just
because
Ito& tacks If011 For new
ganize Our Schools More FAttttttger teelmg alter, 40. liv
Tonic
T.aaei.. Cont.,,,,H MI for pev.()sties
ficientiv and economically?
supplement
1131llllIS MI sail 11,!. 111 a
was made up of Mrs. Juanita
Ostrus suist.lics as muds non as 16 Jaren raw
95 SO. LAUDERDALE
lSS 01.1S.4 MIL of liver or 16 lbs. of brut
Lester, chairman; Mrs. Althe.
7-day
-stet-acquainted" SILO COO< lade. Or
Kr( ErmaPhone JA 6-1633
ria Thompson. recorder; Mrs.
may stab ad lave $1.45. At all druaosts.

USED CARS

Husbands! Wives!

Get Pep, Vinr, Feel Younger

PARROTT MOTOR COMPANY

•

LOANS
AUTOS - FURNITURE
EQUIPMENT

•A BIG SUPPLY
Michigan State has supplied the
Big Ten with its leading pitcher ,
for two consecutive seasons — Bud'
Erickson in 1954 and Dick Idzkow-1
ski in 1955.
Brazilians are the v‘arld's oldest producers of rubber.

Open Thursday Nights
Until 9:00

DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
152 MADISON AVE.
Phone JA 5-7611
Home Owned - Home Operated

NEW, ALL NEW vim

BROTHER

JOE
In Person

MAY

AMERICA'S GREATEST
SPIRITUAL PERSONALITY
DAILY

9:30 TO 11 A. M.
1:30 TO 3 P. M.

Hear Him Sing In Person With Memphis
Own Southern Wonders
This Is The New WLOK Program Schedule
MONDAYS THRU SATURDAYS:
5:00 Gospel Prince
7:00 Cane Cole Show
8:25 News
8:30 Back to God
9:00 Southern Wonders
9:30 Sweet Chariot .
11:00 Jobe Martin Show
1:30 Sweet Chariot

•

m.r. R. L. Weaver
Cane Cole
Jay Storm
R. L. Weaver
Southern Wond;rs
..... Brother Joe May
lobe Martin
Brother Joe May

3:00
3:05
5:00
5:05
6:20
6:25
6:30

News
Cane Cole Club
News
Jobe Martin Show
News
Prayer for Peace
APRIL SIGN OFF

fay Storm
.......... Cane Cole
Jay Storm
Jobe Martin
Jay Storm
lay Storm

The old WCBR has now become WLOK, and is the fifth and newest
member of the
famous OK GROUP, The OK GROUP is the acknowledged LEADER IN THE SOUTH
IN NEGRO RADIO and brings to Memphis the finest and best in radio for
your listening pleasure.
A new policy has been established...a new name .
new programs. new well-known radio stars will bring
you the finest in Spirituals, Rhythm and Blues, jive and
Pop Music. All of this plus outstanding Public Service
programs of interest to the Negro people including
sports, news, community choirs, churches, discussions,
talent shows, and well-known civic leaders,

BLOCK PROGRAMMING: Tune your radio dial to 1480
and leave it there all day long! WLOK will give you
continuous, exciting, and inspirational music to keep
you happy and joyful all day long. Six Hours of Spirituals . 5 Hours of Rhythm and Blues plus up to the
minute news capsules throughout the day...all presented by outstanding radio personalities from your
OK Station in Memphis...WLOK!

Dial 1480

BROTHER JOE MAY
Is the King of the Gospel and Spiritual Singers. Hear
him sing his own "Going Home"..."Old Time Religion"..."Building The Building" and many other of
his famous SPECIALTY recordings.
BROTHER JOE MAY, known as the Thunder Bolt of tile
Mid-West because of his dyuarnic style, began singing
spirituals at the age of nine, and today he has risen to
the top position in the spiritual world. He is a dynamic
disciple of religious songs. Now you can SING AND
PRAY WITH BROTHER JOE MAY. America's Greatest. You can hear him in person twice daily Mondays
through Saturdays from 9:30 a.m. to 11:00 a.m, and
again from 1:30 to 3:00 p.m. in the afternoons.

DICK "CANE" COLE •
•

The Cane, as he became known to radio listeners 22
months ago at 1480 on your dial is well-known to
Memphis. The Cane will be heard twice daily on
WLOK, Mondays through Saturdays from 7:00 to 8:30
a.m, in the mornings arid from 3:00 to 5:00 p.m. in
the afternoons.

SOUTHERN WONDERS.
The Southern Wonders are the Mid-South's most popular . . greatest gospel singing group. The Southern
Wonders will be heard with their usual half hour show
just before Brother be May at 9:00 a.m., Mondays
through Saturdays, and will be singing with Brother
Joe May on Ris programs and in personal appearances
throughout the nation.

R. L. WEAVER,
The Prince of Gospel Music . that's the name thousands of WLOK listeners have given R. L. Weaver because of his humane, intelligent approach to relivious
music. The Prince of Gospel Music will be WLOK's
"Wake Up" man from 5:00 a.m. to 7:00 a.m., Mondays through Saturdays.

JOBE MARTIN.
A new member of the 1480 staff. came to Memphis
from the Gulf Coast and will be heard with the tops
in Rhythm and Blues twice daily, Mondays through
Saturdays, 11:00 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. and again from
5:00 p.m. to 6:20 p.m.

JAY STORM

.4

Will do all news, sports and special events for WLOK.
Jay. former NBC staff announcer on the West Coast
and lately with WBOK in New Orleans, joined WLOK
last week.

A BIG TALENT SEARCH

we.

Is underway right now by WLOK. The OK Station its.
Memphis is searching for a Memphis housewife to zhe
a DAILY RELIGIOUS music show! MAYBE THIS PER..SON IS YOU! IF SO CALL OR COME BY WLOK, 3711-:
Beale Street . . . IACKSON 5-7545.

r•

•11.
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'Steps On Man's 1 •
Foot,Then Death

Sat., April 7, 1956

Southern Bell Installs 5,000,000th Telephone
The five-millionth telephone operated by Southern Bell was installed March 27, in the office of
Gov. Frank G. Clement who accepted the gold-plated instrument
as symbolic of growth and progress in the South.
The special telephone, engraved
to commemorate the event, was
presented to the Governor as a
gift by S. H. Youngblood, general

THE 5,000,000th TELEPHONE
operated by Southern Bell was
put into service in the office
of Governor Frank G. Clement who proclaimed March 27
"Telephone Day" in the State.
The gold-plated telephone was

manager for the company in Ten- total number of telephones in the
Mr. Turner said the historic tele.
nessee, on behalf of Southern United States reached 50,000,000. phone "is a significant symbol of
President Eisenhower was present- the South's spectacular developBell's 65,000 employees.
In recognition of the occasion, ed with a special telephone to ment, and of the still greater
growth that is certain to come.
Governor
Clement
proclaim- mark that event.
ed it "Telephone Day" throughout The first call over Southern NERVE CENTER
Bell's 5,000,000th telephone was "Communications is more than
the state.
'IKE' GOT BIG ONE
made by Fred J. Turner, presi- ever the nerve center of modern
Roy Freeman, district manager dent of the telephone company, living," he said. "The progress
for Southern Bell here pointed out to Governor Clement, from At- this telephone exemplifies broadens o u r responshilities a n d rethat it was not until 1953 that the lanta.
kindles our determination to serve
well the public trust."
"The South has prospered because Southern Bell Telephone
Company. among other things, has
rendered a great and an outstanding service to the people," Governor Clement said in accepting
the telephone.
'Mr. Youngblood told the governor that "65,000 Southern Bell ernployees who are dedicated to providing good telephone service to
the Southland" stand back of the
5,000,000th telephone. He said the
installation was a "historic event,
not only for Southern Bell, but
for Tennessee and all the other
Southern states."
RAPID GROWTH
Mr. Freeman pointed out that
it was not until December of
1929 that the total number of telephones operated by the company
reached 1,000,000. At the end of
1945, Southern Bell had 1,863,204
presented to the governor by
state commercial manager for
telephones in service and in April
S. H. Youngblood (standing.)
the company, looks on. Southof 1949 the number has risen to
Tennessee general manager
ern Bell President Fred J.
3,000,000. The 5,000,000 telephone
Turner (IA in Atlanta made
for Southern Bell, as a gift
represents an increase of 168.4 per
from the company's 65,000 emthe first call over the 5,000,
cent in the 10 years since 1943,
000th telephone.
ployees. L, B. Shelley (R),
Mr. Freeman said.
He said the Southern Bell now
operates 167 exchanges in Tennessee with a total of 751,548 telephones, an increase of 431,024 in
the 10 year period. In Memphis,
the company has 189,187 telephones, an increase of 431,024
in the 10 year period. In Memphis,
the company has 189,187 telephones.

Stork Stops

Police repons did not disclose
whether or not they were "blue,
suedes," but a man died here in
Memphis last week because he
stepped on another man's shoes.
Capt. W. W. Wilkinson, homicide chief, said James Monroe Verner, of 2232 Kerr, stepped on
the foot of Clarence Carr, 18, of
2288 Eldridge (rear), in the Purple Flame Cafe at 1992 Chelsea.
An argument began. Carr knocked Verner to the floor. Carr's
blow was so violent that when
Verner fell his head struck the
cafe's concrete with such force
he was fatally injured. He died
at John Gaston hpspital the following morning.
Carr was arraigned on a MUrder charge in City Court.

Teacher Wins
$75 Cash Prize •

THE ROYAL PAIR was named Mr. and Miss Dixie Keretergarten on March 25 at an
affair sponsored by the parents of the school. The King,
John Allen jr., 5, son of Mr.

and Mrs. John F. Allen, of
223-1 Pauline Circle West, and
the queen, Gilda Darleen Gilmore, 5, dauehter of Mr. and
Mrs. Turner Gilmore, jr., of

331 Decatur, will be seen in
the Cotton Makers Jubilee parade. Mrs. E. Blackmon and
Mrs. Hzsel aisle are teachers. (Hooks Photo)

Mrs. Rheba Hoffman, librarian
of Barret's Chapel school, Arlington, Tenn. lu‘s been judged winner of a $75 cash prize in the
Lion Oil Scholarship Fund teacher
essay contest sponsored by the
Lion Oil company of El Dorado,
Ark.
The title of the essay was "Why
I Am Dedicated to Teaching." It
was selected as a winner front
hundreds of essays entered in the
contest by the elementary and
high school teachers in six Southern states where the contest was
held.
Principal of Barret's chapel is
G. E. Hoffman.
New York—The annual loss on
worthless checks may run as
high as $300 million.
•

Don't miss the fun of smoking
Born At John Gaston Hospital
MARCH 24, 1956
Deborah Jean Bell, a daughter,
to Bennie and Annie Bell, of 200
W. Dixon.
Gloria Lynn Davis, a daughter,
to James and Geraldine Davis, of
08 Carpenter.
Danny Earn Woods, a son, to
Morris and Corrine Woods, of 2890
Yale.
L. V. Miller, jr., a son, to L.
V. and Minnie Miller, of 1181 Texas.
Sheron Jean Shipp, a daughter,
to Elihue and Mary Shipp, of 2684
Midland.
Carrie Thomas, a daughter, to
Leroy and Ruby Thomas, of 1298
Englewood.
Helen Jean Williams, a daughter, to Willie T., and Magnolia
Williams, of 206 Leath.
' Cathy Ann Love, a daughter, to
Henry and Vernestine Love, of 513
N. Third.
A son, to Eugene and Beatrice
Snipes, of 1629 Locust.
Ann Winona Swanigan, a daughter, to John H. and Mattie Swanigan, of 1314 Washington.
Barbara Lynne
Dunlap,. a
daughter, to Albine and Barbara
Dunlap, of 804 Lucas.
MARCH 25, 1956
Carl Lester Saulsberry. a son,
to Neamiah and Rosie Saulsberry,
of 2066 Farrington.
Everett Eugene Hood, a son, to
Clyde A. and Emma Hood, of 338
David.
Deborah Elaine Hobson, a
daughter, to Clarence and OphelMe Hobson, of 752 Ayers,
Elvie Lee Williams, jr., a son,
to Elvie L., and Rosie Williams,
of 893 .Annie.
Mary Katherine Heard, a
daughter, to Clarence and Ophel-

Queen Esther Brittmon, a
daughter, to James D., and Minnie Brittmon, of 4801 Princeton.
Terrance Black, a son, to Clarence and Agnes Black, of 928 McDowell.
Wilbert Jones, a son, to Robert
L. and Agnes Jones, of 1468 Concord.
Jeramiah Davis, a son, to Sherman and Susie Davis, of 929 Neptune.
Jerry Butler, a son, to Robert
and Alma Butler, of 29 Shermwood.
Charles Motel Hawkins, a son,
to Louis H. and Estetta Hawkins,
of 1342 Nicholas.
Pamela Gynell Underwood, a
daughter, to William W., and Rudell Underwood, of 414 A, Wellington.
MARCH 28, 1956
A daughter, to Charles and Barbara Morris, of 848 Poplar.
Barbara Ann Smith, a daughter,
to John H. and Addle Smith, of
3165 Rochester Road.
James Jackson, a son, to Ruben
and Irene Jackson, of 5045 Truse
Road.
Donna Joyce Malone, a daughter, to Eddie and Dorothy Malone,
of 691 Broadway.
Linda Everett, a daughter, to
Louis and Clara Everett, of 2003
Amity.
Roy Perkins, jr., a son, to Roy
and Willie Perkins, of 637 Polk.
Donna alana Hardy, a daughter, to John W. and Dorothy Hardy, of 1965 Hubert.
Yvette Alisa Pointer, a daughter, Yvonne Anita Pointer, a
daughter, (twins) to Samuel and
Dorothy Pointer, of 2063 Sparks.
Devalean Williamson, a daughter, to Herman and Katherlean
Williamson, of 3389 Warford.
Earnestine Woods, a daughter,
to Earl D. and Earline Woods, of
119 Majuba.
A daughter, to Samuel a n d
Dorothy Douglas, of 576 Boston.
Bella Joyce Lester, a daughter,
to James A. and Rosie Lester, of
94 W. Trigg.
Terry Lewis, a son, to Nathaniel and Emma LeWis, of 184 Caldwell.
Robert Earl Bennet], a, son, to
James W. and Mary Bennett, of
1599 Alcy.
MARCH 2s, 1956
Rickie Heans, a son, to Sam
and Bertha Heans, of 125 E.
Utah.
Aubrey Eugene Smith, a son, to
John and Thelma Smith, of 1985
Hunter.
Rita Ann Rice, a daughter, to
Earl and Bettye Rice, of 2977
Chelsea.
Michael Brown, a son, to Lonnie
and Willie Brown, of 772 Lucas.
Wilma Monroe Allen, a daughter, to Willie B., and Emma Allen, of 2387 Shasta.
MARCH 30, 1956
Teresa Reed, a daughter, to As.
berry and Robbie Reed, of 84 W.
Armstrong Rd.
Cal Mason, a son, to James B.,
and Elizabeth Mason, of 1366 Mutlins Road.
A son, to Cleveland and Dorothy Triplett, of 1098 Kerr.
Santania Annette Gibson, a
daughter, to Charles D., and Gracei Gibson, of 857 Neptune.
Cathy Elaine Jones, a (laughter, to David and Sally Jones, of
. 896 So. Wellington.
,
Marilyn Vernice Richardson, a
, daughter, to Arthur and
Doris
; Richardson, of 410
Hazelwood.
! Doris Jean Bowen, a
daughter,
to Sylvester and Ben Ella Bowen,
of 1570 McMillan.
Ronald Nathaniel Allred, a son,
to Nathaniel and Yvonne
Allred.
of 755 Pendleton.
Clinton Albright, a son, to Bobby and Bertha Albright, of 2600

ia Heard, of 2036 Swift.
Carl Jackson, a son, to Bobby
and Della Jackson, of 411 Leath.
A son, to George E., and Laurie Ward, of 328 Harrell.
Gloria Jean Dowdy, a daughter,
to Lewis and Alberta Dowdy, of
2730 Derick.
MARCH 26, 1956
Jo Ann Wilson, a daughter, to
Este and Florence Wilson, of 400
So. Main.
Anthony Joe Taylor, a son, to
Arthur J. and Irene Taylor, of
752 Tate.
Jacquelyn
Denise
Caldwell,
a daughter, to Ira T. and Betty
Caldwell, of 1555 Florida.
Rickey Anthony, a son, to Chaper, and Rosie Anthony, of 2607
Hernando Road,
Milton Dickerson, a Ron, to Joe
L. and Fannie Dickerson, of 2098
Chelsea.
Dianne Mitchell, a daughter, to
Walter R. and Darline Mitchell,
of 168 So. Parkway.
Wanda Kay Gray, a daughter,
to Luther and Jearalean Gray, of
3026 Shannon.
Carol Elaine Hodges, a daughter, to Julius L. and Gladys, of
86 Wisconsin.
Ned Randle Jones, a son, to
Herbert H. and Dorothy Jones, of
3413 Walker.
Carolyn Darnell Gray, a daughter, to James M. and Jerline
Gray, of 1414 So. Main.
MARCH 27, 1956
Jimmie Dale Simmons, a son,
to Percy and Ora Lee Simmons,
of 348 Ashland.
Delores Stewart, a daughter, to
Cleven and Katie Stewart, of 606
E. Georgia.
Carlos Louis Henderson, a son,
to Samuel C. and Alma Henderson, of 1629 Patton.

-Tell the Qovernor
the cow's after kicking
over the lantern
and me barn's
on Firer

Long Distance
puts you In touch, Faster
MRS. O'LEARY and her cow nearly
burned up old Chicago. When the heat is on
for you to close a business deal in
Chicago—or tell big news to a friend in
the next town—keep cool. Coll Long Distance.
Its fast. Easy. And costs so little.

It's Twice As Fast to Coll by Number
SOUTHIIIIRN NELL TIELIIPHONS
AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY

Clifton.

II Mall

For Flavor and Mildness

€17-7

Fine Tobacco Filters Best

•Don't Miss the fun of smoking.
Mildness is something you enjoy ... it's a
pleasure with PALL MALL, because
PALL MALL's natural filter—greater length
of traditionally fine tobaccos—travels the
smoke further, filters the smoke
and makes it mild.
•So—get more fun out of smoking! Enjoy
smoothness, mildness and satisfaction no
other cigarette can offer. Buy PALL MALL
in the distinguished red package today!

Outstanding...and they are mild
gsrst.te. esoovci Sc 4./.4 wilemsiicaPt ./.4ceo-Cproft, Amaarch's Lammoo 6141*VIACTVIlta or clomiarrts

Your appreciation of PALL MALL quality
has made it America's
most successful and most imitated cigarette.

•

